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WASHINGTON:
•••

Lesson In Pecice

By JOHN THOMSON
Editor

WASHINGTON - A sort of
pervasive feeling of peace
drifted throughout the capital
city this weekend, along with
thousands of anti-war protestors; biting yankee wind and
unpredictable clouds of tear
gas.
Washington, D.C., an OCCU·
pied city, was braced for, and
experienced, it all - Army
t r o o p s, Marines, National
Guardsmen, bad weather,
.

"

small and largely unseen
scatterings .of• violence, and
an uncountable multitude of
demonstrators pledged t o
non-violence.
In it's only semi-significant
proportions, violence was centered in two areas - the
Sheridan and Du Pont Circles,
near the South Vietnamese
·embassy, and the Justice Department, where an estimated
5,000 demonstrators pelted its
gray walls with red ink and
rocks late Saturday before
dispersing amidst continuous--

***

i,.

volleys of tear gas cannisters. were buss.ea-· to' Arlini'tt n,
BUT LATER that night,
wher:e they 'beg~ -·the · long
while ' the gas seemed to os- "March Against Death'' to the .
mose the city in thinning and lower terrace of -the ,U.S. Capi-·
unavoidable drifts, the side- ta! groun~.
··
walks were filled with wan.'
Each c:iin:ying a ca,ndle •And .
dering throngs of- tired dem- with the naine of a VieF'.w ar .
onstrators merely, trying to
- t· , . , I · d h. · ·
.
.
·
VIC 1m on a p acar · ung
fmd the qwckest way home. ., from a string around-Qis ire~,
. ht . -• aft.er th e - they
F n.day mg
· proceeded
· · . · down
. · .· -the
.. _ .Tong
,,
hollermg th.e names ,9f
TamP_a Bay ·Area .pro tes t con-· route,
h d d ·GI· .. th ..., d
tingent (mostly USF) . was eac ea
a~ _. ~Y p_assp
safely and ·comfortably situat- . the .n:ont o,f -th.e .White J{ouse.
ed in the gymnasium of ari Arn:vmg at: tjle , terrac~, · ea~h
Episcopal church
the
protes~or. silently . placed_ his
Y card· -m · an open· casket. .By
·· the time , most Bay Area peO:.
pie reach.et!': the end of the
procession (betweeIJ 1 and 2
· a.m.) seven caskets · were
filled and ;nailed shut. '., · -,
THE MARCH, a .continu9qsly eerie single file cortege,
began Thursday night, ·1e1fby .
the widow ·of a naval officer

Weary Protestors .
End ~In elebra- t·1on ~:a:;:~?.i'.:n:::;.~
c
·

.

·

Oracfe editor J o la n
Thomson trGveled with 100
·demonstrators last weekend on a train to and from
Washington D.C., the site
·of massive anti-war dem•
onstrations, to report on
the happenings end . the
poeple.
JOl:fN. THOMPSON

/

I'd brought my alarm clock."
"DO WE HAVE . to strip
do.wn to_our underwear?" a
student asked, "I don't have
any."
Another student acted a little worried about still being
on the· train. "If there really
WqS a bomb I don't think
they'd let us be here right
now," he said, "don't they
usually get everybody out?"
Stevenson repUed, "Not people like us, we're obviously
bomb material." He paused,
ih~ n chuckled, " Blown up for
peace."
, As the train finally pulled
out,. more than an hour late,
the passengers ietraightened
their motley array of sacks
and . bags, _ pillowcases and
packs.
·

. With an early civil right's
movement spirit apout them,
100 Tampa Bay Area anti-war
protestors returned ~ quit!\
' .wearily . ... from an 'eventtui
train ride to the "March on
Washington" Sunday, and the
whole experience wound up
with a birthday celebration
for Robert M : Stevenson, USF
assistant
professor of AmeriBy CHRIS CLIFFORD
One officer·boarded -~e bus can Id
ea.
Staff Writer
taking the . Tampa · a r e a
"I wish we could · tell him
BUT,! CURIOUSLY enough,
Last week's march in Wash- marchers from the train st a. that the war has ended or that
the
next . morning - · the
tion
to
their
church
headquarhis
letter of termination has
ington was intended to change
Champion
(as the train was
ters.
A
USF
student
asked
bee_
n
withdrawn,"
Jim
Loper
minds, gain support and demhim how th~ _- March · Again.s t (4SOC) told the group of re- called_ pulled into Richmond,
onstrate peaceful intent.
Death was gomg.
·
turning marchers and greet- Viriinia, only to be searched
This was accomplished by
T~e reply was, "Grea~ ~an, - ers at Tampa's Union Station agam, in the same manner for
the majority of the marchers,
Many of the c?ps sn:ulmgly while handing Stevenson a the same thing - a bomb.
but another group was very returned peace signs gestured piece of birthday cake.
"Who could have put a
successful in demonstrating by the marchers.
Loper heads a student com- bpmb on this damn thing?"
ifs di s c i p 1 i n e and non·WHEN ONE WNG-haired mittee active in an attempt to one p.emonstrator asked, "we
violence.
demonstrator had a· cop share reinstate Stevenson, who was never really stopped anyTHE WASHINGTON police a moonpie with him,. other fired last summer by Pres. where."
As uniformed Richmond podepartment . won the respect marchers who saw the · ges- John S. Allen with an effeclice stood outside the train
and cooperation of the march-. ture began chanting, "More tive date of July, 1970.
ers without raising· a ban dor · pay fo_r-cops."
.
TH E DEMONSTRATORS and the FBI · and Railroad
shouting an order.
Dtlrmg the two_ maJ~r left Tampa last Thursday agents re-sifted all t h c
formerly sifted belongings,
marches, confrontations did
•th
b'
twi t t th ·
not occur and th word " . " w1 a IZarre
s o :Ir sniffing at bottles and can'
.e
pig . departure. Someone callmg
teens, one of the few elderly
was
not a part of the march f
vo abul
rom USF had report ed to th e gentlemen traveling as a
c
ary.
railroad authorities that a
SHOUTS ·oF "PIG". and bo:rpb was on the train with demonstrator, asked, "Are we
worse ·were directed at police the demonstrators. And before in Germany now?"
"NO, WE'RE in Czechoslo. blocking traffic for . the · illegal it was all .over, the students,
vakia,"
a student replied.
march on the . J:ust_ice ,Depart- professors, children and cler"Actually,"
said a profesgymen were ordered off the
The USF Soccer Team will . ment.
sor,
"this
train
is going to
As the Vietcong flag. waving train while the Railroad auAuschwitz."
·
meet the' University of Mary- demonstrators who represent- thorities,
FBI agents, HillsDuring the remainder of the
land Saturday at 11 a.m. in ed ·the minority group of vio- borough County Sheriff's De' ..
search the group · - all its
Coll!:!ge Park, Md. for tpe sec- lent dissenters degenerated partment agents, State Attorwits still about it - sang.
on'd round o( the NCAA Re- into a . vandalistic moQ, they ney's personnel and Tampa
may have done much. to inher- police officers searched all
AS THESE mobilized people
gional Fin;ils.
it the animal name they tried baggage. No bomb was found. r.eared that city of big light.s
One official, when asked if and big -buildings - the city
If the Brahmans win they to attribute to · what one
·
shaggy-haired
yciuth
.
ciilled,
the
Sheriff's Department was that' would feel the end result
will go on to play the winner
"the most beautiful cops in represented at the station, re- .of people mobilized across the
of the New Jersey-Delawarethe world."
plied, "Oh no, they're going nation - they gathered inta
Pennsylvania Regional Touron up to Washington to see one car to discuss final plans
ney ..
that they take real good care before reaching Washington.
of you people there." It was
Jack Moore explained how
later discovered he was with they would manage' to stay to. Coilnc;il Announces
the Sheriff's Department.
gether and how they would
The train conductor, dis- come :together if separated. In
Classes ·Wednesday
gruntled · because his train stressing n.o t be late · for· the
Th~ A~istrative Connell
· would l;>e· late, said train departing 'train as it ··would
has announced that _
ail classes
Tiie final day for prosearches are very rare. "I've leave Saturday night, he said,
sj)ective students at USF. to . been with this railroad 47 "Obviously, we can't stop the
scheduled to meet on Wednes-·
apply fqr _entrance for sec- . years and this is the first time train."
days, 'in'i:hiding- niglit .class~s;
·
ond
·quarter classes is Nov., - it's happened to_me." _
"We can call in a bomb
·
will meet ' as· usual ·Nov. 26,
threat,"
26.
Bob Haywood , PresBUT THE demonstrators -'-the Wednesday before
Students cleared · by the . nearly · all USF students and byterian minister of the UniThanksgiving.
Admissions' OHice will
professors -'- were undau_nted ve~sity Chapef ._ Fellowship,
register Jan. 2-3 · and · and -carried on with humor. said.
, '
classes begin Jan. 6, for the·
Dr. Jack Moore, associate
AS THE meeting place besecond quarter e n di n g
professor of English, stepped came a car-full of laughter,
March 20.
to the head of one car and Moore turned to Haywood,
More than 15,600 regissaid, "An anonymous phone smiling, "That would take an
tered for classes durir:ig . · call has been received by the act of faith."
quarter one at the Univeryou-know-wJ:to that there is a,
Reportedly, 300 demonstrasity for an all-time high enyou-know-what that might go tors from the Bay Area. asrollment.
off in one of these lovely val- sembled in Washington, the
In addition to a number
ises or sleeping bags. So, this extra 200 arriving by plane,
of undergraduate deg~ees 1 1 _; is-the reason: 0{1:iey're going t~ bus and car. Out of the almost
· 'Ii" Brahmans- Beat Navy,
USF
now offers Masters'
See,Story, Page 6.
search your -luggage."
. · ::; ·200 USF demonstrators there,
· degrees in more , than · 50
One student in the back
·-0'}lY one incident was report- ,
~ Art Auction, Page 2.
fields and Doctor of Philos•
the car began going, "Tic~, ' ed: :
ophy (Ph.D.)· degre.es in
tick, tick, tick-'.'
Stafford ; A. Higdon, a USF
· v Greeks,.Page JO,
three areas.
Stevenson, seeming som_e- student said · .to have been
"' UC Ev~nts, Pa.ge 11:
what amused, added, "I wish doing photo~?hY work for a

· D..~

) ~ lice.~

~eautilul Cops'

·

~

. each · representmg one war
~- , dead.
,~,:,e .;
Numbed by weather,
new off campus "under- strange· and · erl)el to many of
ground" newspaper, the Bay them,. the marchers found'·Jhe
Area Free Press, was arrest- protest's -marsh.alls - who
ed in connection with a Du kept the ·oeath March in
Pont Circle disturbance.
orderly fashion - warm_ and
encouraging. "Good ·mornTHE RETURN trip for the ing," they_ would say soft}y,
100 was ·sore (sore feet;· ·sore "be strorig. Peace."·
legs, sore throats) but happy' . .In front of the CapitolBuildand enthusiastic. . They . sang 'ing Ol)e marshaii, a girl n~?I'repeate'dly :..:..: sorii'ething ab- ._ly in' tear~ as she watched the·
sent from the myriad .anti-war marchers . file, 'l:Jy : Ill all.• the
groups frori! otbe~.
.~f the quietude .of: , the ., scene;
n·ation (songs like :·"We Shall sayini ,"I iove,,y,ou. You're ;ill
Overcome" -and"'Glory;,, Gioi-y ", oeau(iful ,:P.¢6ple. 1$iich ~~y
Hallelujah'{)', ~ ~ · ,
_beaufitui peop1e..''

p~~_ts

was

SPORTS
:BULLETIN

.
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. . ,,
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'
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-:EDITOR'S NOTE: . In on the kibbutz liave no
t.lii~ first of a two pa.r_t se- · costs, yet make no . salary
ries, USF student Michael since ,,the kibbutz supplies
Ann Miller writes ·on her all necessities· the people ·
experiences on a "kibbutz" . need.
Israel this ~ummer. ReWhen I left for Israel, I
latmg to the current Arabdidn't know what . to exIsraeli crisis, she ' tells of
pect, and I didn't expect to
th~-. Israelis a t t it u ·d e
see Moishe

in

- towards the war.

· Israel's size can be compared to New Jersey - one
sfate in 11 nation - while
Isr~ael is a nation.
.:r spent part of my summer vacation living in Israel on a kibbutz - a communal farm with the ·state
of Israel as a trustee. The
people working and living

Dayan at "the

airport.
HE WAS THERE to
meet other people coming
to Israel on the same flight
as ours, and you canjmag• ·
ine how -American s·tudents
react when they lan·d·:in a
new country and see a fa:., .
mous newsmaker. · ,,::,·1/· ·
.i(\;{

(See ISRAELI. -~e 8}
' .l~$
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WAITING 'TIL THE SEARCH -IS OVER'·

: '

Applicatior:i
Deadline Set
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SG To .Investigate Intervention

51
_\

Annual Art Auction Set Sunday In Patio

Tlie ,Fifth Annual Art AucJ6hn C. Greer presented the
By ROBIN MITCHELL
tion of faculty and student as a basis of sup- ·
Correspondent
resolution
in
works will be held Sunday,
SG on her right
the
from
port
the Fine Arts Patio. The AucThe Student Government
freely.
speak
to
tion provides funds for the (SG) unanimously approved a
"For merely disagreeing,"
USF Foundation, Art Scholar- resolution to immediately insaid,· "she is punished."
Greer
nationship Fund.
unnecessary
vestigate
Herbert J. Wunderlich, vice
al intervention into local soOn faculty works, 100 per
rority and fraternity matters president of Student Affairs,
cent of the proceeds go to the
following the disassociation of supported the -resolution pointfoundation, while students reing out that the University ina Chi OI11ega alumnae.
tain 50 per cent of their sales
Urgent legislation was insti- . vited the national organizafor, "physical and i)sychologigated after Peggy Ann Dinkle tions stipulating local aton- ,
cal encouragement," Laura
was approached by the na- omy for the chapters.
Schwartz, of the Fine Arts de~epresentative Greer also
tional organization because of
partment, said.
the speech she had given to authored a bill' urging revision
This year's auction will be the Panhellenic Council on the of the Student Bill of Rights
juried to• "insure a better need for fundamental revision as submitted to tbe Board of
Regents.
standard of work to be of- in tbe sorority system.
Greer offered two alternaCBS REPRESENTATIVE
fered, " 'Miss Schwartz said.

Yearbook Names New
Previously, Miss Massarsky
was assistant copy editor,
copy editor and managing edi_tor of the yearbook. .
"We are instituti11g some
new policies, and procedures

The ,1970 Aegean .has ·a new
editor-in-chief. Miss Barrie
Massarsky, 4EJR, has been
-' appointed editor 'after Myles
Ross resigned frorri the position.

Top

in layout, copy and photography," Miss Massarksy said.
" Right now we're concentrating on our sales and meeting
the first deadline."
Miss Massarsky also an-

±¾tit¥

Wh;

HOME AUTO TAPE PLAYERS . LOWEST PRICES
IN TOWN. ROLLING S'fONE TICKETS.

tt=,·

RENT

Editor

1

nounced a correction on· the
picture schedule for · seniors,
which appeared in last week's
·
issue of The Oracle.
All seniors who-missetl pre:,vious sessions may have them
I taken Jan. 12-16 in University
Center 223.

most anythi ng
most anytime

RENTAL
CENTER .

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
FOR WORK AND PLAY

What's your need? What's your job? What's your pleasure?
Cam,ln1

RENT AT REASONAB'LE RATES
Party Needs
folding chain

tent,
stoves

_1970 Aegean
Rese.rved
Thru Friday

THE::_··

/#~FASHION
STORE .

Students who want to get
the 1970 Aegean should reserve a copy for $2 total cost
in •tbe UC lobby through Friday. .
An Aegean reservation _des)c
will be open between 10 a.m.
and 4 p.m. daily.

WESTSH0RE PLAZA

'
DOWNTOWN: 705 FRANKLIN ST

BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

coffee percolators
record playen

sewer snakes and augers
pipe cutters
wrenches
pumps

, An _ord~r · must be placed
Gi.sella Palacios, a
with -th!! printer by early JanCuban student working
uary and the exact number
reserved copies will be or~
on the _Happening,
d ere d..
said, "Students ·are goEditor Barrie Massarsky
to be surprised to
ing
on
said, "Our st:aft is working
find that Cubans do
some exciting graphic con~pts and new approaches to
content ;which we believe.· wm 1 - not fit the us;qal mental
the 1.970 Aegean_ on_i: of · i picture most Am:ericans
,f111ike
.,,e urge the1~
he best ever.
support our ':' have of them. .
student body,
efforts by making reserva•
G h a z i Aboulhos-n,
tions now."

Powered Tools -

Lawn

■ nd

tillers and power rakes
mowen and edgers
lawn sweepers

lawn rollers
rug shampooers

Guest Needs
bed,

IQWI

floor polishers

cribs

sanders

grinders

play pens
TVHh

vacuum cleaners

A to Z Rental Center'
RENTAL
CENTER·

1210 BUSCH BOULEVARD ,
TAMPA, , FLORIDA 33612 ..
PHONE: 933-3904

I

to

TO

Documen_tary
On Racism
_Shown Today
· No Vietnamese Ever · Called
Me Nigger, a documentary on
racism in the United States
which won first place at the
Mannheim Film Festival will
be presented today at 2 p.m.
in the Theatre, sponsored by
the National Student Association and Student Government(SG).
Dealing with the Black per.spective of problems encountered in American society, the
film has been labeled by the
Chicago 'Tribune "the picture
with the biggest impact."
The film is extremely valuable as it awakens people to
the real depth of_racial problems in this country, SG Pres.
Steve Anderson, said.

pr,esident of the World
Affairs Council, said,
· "It is true that · most
American,s underestimate- the progress and
the development of
other countries, the Cu.·bans are very proud of
~ their culture and herit- _
1
· age and they shall pre. sent to us its evolution-'
-

I

B-ON. A.NZA
PI -T®
SIRLOI N

SMIN. FROM
USFCAMPUS
STEAK DINNERS FROM ONLY $1 .19 !!!
- INCLUDE

NOW OPEN

New .Road Opens Now

Tossed Salad - "Texas Toast" - Fries - Baked Potato

A new, legal way to cut

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK, 11AM • 9PM

across campus became effective Monday:

AUTHENTIC WESTERN ATMOSPHERE

10,009 N. FLORIDA AVE.

Charles W. Butler, director,
Physical Plant, announcejl, "a
shell road counecting the
parking lot west of U:ae Engi- .
neering Bnilding-Science Center to the parking lot west of
the Fi n-e Arts-Humanities
I
Building."

..,...
I

,J•

IA
.~....

-...

I

.,
•:'i r•,•'.!I

: :,:'. '.'?;;:;;'q;;;_;"'" ,., , .,

~er/-'1 2/Zi~

PIN STRIPES ••••••••••••••• ••••• PLAIDS
KNITS •••••••• ~ •••.•••••••••••• •• SOLIDS
ACCESSORIZE
With our Washable
Dacron®; Cotton
Shirts & Blouses

... •.............................•

frOJ'T'!

3

99_
·

Its easy to be fashionable ... just charge it-'
:-.

~·:-

O.:'

Coed Living • Heated Pools
Air Conditioned • Convenience
Lounges with TV on Each Floor
Semi-Private Bath
• 15 and 20 Meals Per Week Plans

•
•
•
•

I I '~

UNIVERSITY APPROVED
RESIDENCE HALLS - ·

PH. 971-9550

.FONT ANA HALL

Ave.

GOOD CIR~OMIN~ WEEK NOV. 16-22

..

<;HEC~ US OUT BEFORE THE
CHRISTMAS RUSH!
..

-_NORTH.SIDE CLEANERS
1354'1 ... Florida

..

il1. !.~ : !.

Which girl WIii
get the lob?

1999

_.,;,_

~h

b1111~

I

The poised, well-groomed young : lady at right, most
likely. When it is time to make an impression, you can see
how important ii is to -keep that impression fresh. Why take
a chance with your lulu re ••• why not always look your best?
It's easy to look _as though you had discovered the key
to success. Wear clothes carefully drycleaned and perfectly

II

~

-

I

~1r

l\l

a

.

OURNEWES T . . .
Co-ordinated Skirt,
Vest and Slack Co1nbo \F1m1n

wheel choirs 1 \ - '
·J ~
crutches
walkers ·
exerci,ers

Garden Tools

Floor Care Equipment

drills and router,
sanders

The World Affairs
Council presents similar program,s each·
quarter. Next quarter
t~e program will be
ba.sed on the culture of.
India. -

hospital bed, · .

dishes and glasses

Plumbin1 Tool,

ary development."

Invalid and H~•~th

silverware

trailer hitchH

The USF World Af1fairs .Counc-il wil.l sponsor a Cuban Happening, presented by the
Cuban students at USF
in the Argos Lounge,
Friday at 8 p.m.

' :
ladders
wallpaper steamers

punch bowl,

a ir mattresses

Cuban H.appening

"

P ■ inters' EquilN!ltnl
paint 1prayar1

'

baniquet tables

lanterns
car•top sleepers .
1IHping bag,

··

-NORTHGATE , SHOPPING CENTER

.

tives for the new bill; " leave for the inclusion of a Cooperait like it is, or change it." He tive Education representative
continued by noting that all in the SG. The bill seekirfg anbut three of the provisions other legislator was .. tabled
had been enacted by the legis- until reviewed by the constitulature.
tional committee.
SINCE THE SUB!\DSSION
A RESOLUTION ol/tlining
of the ~ill to the Board of Re- the rights of due process for
gents for approval, Greer both students and administrasaid, state laws have been put tive was tabled for investigainto effect that make many of tion.
the points outlined in the
A list of recommemlations
document redundant.
for a comprehensive UniversiThe SG gave a vote of con- ty policy statement covering
fidence to Greer to continue confidential handling of -sturevising the document.
- dent handling was introduced
Argos representative Bruce and referred until the next
Meise~an introduced a bill meetipg for considerat_iOI).

"Articulate work frequently
. went un17oticed_or underpriced
last ·y ear," she said, "due to
an audience -concern for decorative .value."
WifriM@#4

,

· ON FLETCHER :
ACROSS FROM U.S.F.

·f

'

O HALL
DESOT
.....

r-1

FOR YOUR
INFORMATION

_

7 r-~ .
.,

· · The November meeting of the USF Women's Club will be

l'-

l)e~~ at 9:30 a.m., Nov. 17, at the _Dn!versity Chapel Fellowship. ~If:{;

Students who won tote-bags in the Borden's Science Center
Contest sponsored recently by the University Food Service,
may pick them up in the Science Center cafeteria. The students
are: Margaret Ziegler, Larry. Novack, Sandra Goss, Bob Savery, Joy Ziegler.

• •

The Department of Speech will present its fourth Coffee
Reuse, " Comings and Goings," today and N_ov. 26 at 2 p.m. in
the Engineering Auditorium.

·; : 'rhe Student Activities Council of , the ·St. Petersburg CampiJ,s will hold a regular meeting today.at 11 a.m.,in·room 144 of
BttOding ".B:0' All students are asked to attend,.
-

•

• ,·

•

-

l

/'

'•~The Student Florida Education Association (SFEA) will
me-.et in EDU 202A today, from 2 to 3 p.m.

• •

Jim Lang; of Tornwall, Lang and Lee will be the feature
speak'er at the Senior Accounting Organization meeting, today at 2 p.m. in BSA 107. The topic will be "Professional
Ethics," and all interested students are invited.

• •

0
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, . The World Affairs Coun:I is !onsoring a "Cuban Happenin~!' Friday, Nov. 21, in the Argos Lounge (231) from 8 to 11 :30 ~
p.21]..

.

....•1.❖•

·

·t-

~1ves of all faculty members are mvited.
' The topic will be " Student Change."
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Several $4 tickets are available for the 1969-70 series Film ~
Classics. See Phyllis Mamm in.SSO 11 (Basic Studies) .
tjf,
The USF Sociology Club is having ·a closed-door "bull ses- ~
sion" with members of the Tampa Police Force on Nov. 20.
Sociology Club president, Ken Magid, said the meeting was
arranged through Mayor Dick Greco.
$1,. ·.
The purpose of the discussion-debate, Magid said, is to bring
the " gripes" of the students and the police into the open. Magid ~
said that topics ranging from narcotics to police brutality .will
be discussed.

fl

~

The Lambda Tau Chap~er of• Kappa Delta Pi, a national
hortor society in education, will initiate new members Monday ~
night at 7:30 in University Center 255. Dean Jean A. Battle, re- If(,
cipient of the KDPi Honor Key, will be the guest speaker. Fam- ~
ily a nd friends are invited to attend. Refreshments will be
served.
.,,
Information regarding qualifications for admission may be ~
obtained by calling Diane Roling, Education 316, ext. 228.
-lft
Sponsors for the society are Dr. James A. Chambers and ::;.,_
Dr. Daniel Purdom.
.
l{f,

Class Application Date Set ~

~~~~~SB~!:

p:~e F~~:~~:.ti,n con- I

~;;s ft~an;!~;rs~~r: ttt~ ~~~
Qua rter II should have their
applications of admission or
readmission submitted to the
campus by· no rater than Nov.

:~~~7!~~. ~l;s;e~~~::::. or call
Dramat·1s.t's

K·,n·
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is• set for Dec. 10-to facilitate ;1'-; ~, ·• ,· ·
~
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1 •
·
cl~ss card handling.
Christopher C a,-1 th r op,
··
great-grandson. of Dion Bouci. .!Fhe St. Pete campus class cault, 19th century dra'matist,_ -~
li~g, including several n~w ' will visit the USF campus
courses, is -in the class sched- from November to F ebruary ~
ule ~insert of today's Oracle. while engaging in a series of Jf!,
Many bachelofs degree lectures on- variou~ college
curricula are offered and .the campuses. He -will also recampus will initiate a gradu- _ search · the works of Bouciate core course in Business c_ault in the pen:nanent collec- ~
and Legal E nvironment of · , tion of the USF library.
tff,
Business, GBA 601.
Calthrop was introduced to ~
The campus is also offering USF this summer when he 1K,
CBS .401, Senior Seminar:
met w ith E.dgar W. 1·· ·
Hirshberg, bSF professor . of
Freedom and Responsibility.
Englis h. Hirshberg informed
, .
"We try different courses to Caltlirop of the Boucicault
see which ones students will collectio~ purchased from for»
take," Dean 'Of Academic Af- mer USF professor J ack Clay
~
fairs Lester Tuttle, said.
and invited him to USF to re- ~
Tuttle said some of the search a nd lecture.
tff,·
<!Ourses offered were to try to
Calthrop will be part of the ~ _
1--..;;:;...,.;::J!!~=--=---~.;;
make it m,ore convenient for ."Meet the Author" series · -l{f.
___._.---s--;i
students commuting from St. ¥onday at 2 p.m. in Universi- ~
»
Pete.
ty Center (UC) 25Z.
·
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~~@irn for 11 orlessi I :~~~1~;~~!~~~~~~~:) rZ'!~,(&
~ .USF Ash trays
I USF Beer Mugs
~ Assorted Jewelry:
I USF T Shirts
I
.fff Leathe~ Bookmarks - · ·I CLAI~OL-College Sampler
I USF ChaillS.
;· Pill Box~s - . · .·
·
~ Desk Cale~dars . .
l Framed Paintings
I
PLAYB~Y magazme
I Charms for Bracelets
I POPSIE .
I Jade,East
I
I
I USF Decals
I SHEAFFER®Pen Seis
I .· ·•· · · ·. . I
I PeanutS Stationer).'.
I Assorted ~SF J~welr,Y.:
I
HAL
LMA
RK
I
~ USF Ke)'. Chains
I I REVLON Mamcure Sets
I ·
·
*
j Your Christmas' Headquarters! I CAN DLES 'i
1
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(Sweater guards).
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Qomp lexioit
Qaie

<¥iogia11\,
M erle Norman Cosmetics h as wh at it takes to create
-p erfectly b eautiful complexions. The complexion care expert at your Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio will individua lly program a system to give your complexion precisely
what it needs to go from fallible to flawless.

TERRACE PLAZA MALL
PHONE: 988- 7394

NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER

.

USF DEMI-Pillows

~ The -~
I

I~-@-.e

(Cologne & After shave)

I Long_·&'shoitSieeveUSF Sweat Shirts I

I ~e;;i::c;;;a~;~:i;~n;,:;~~; ~;~,~~~
il\

I

ured for Spanish, Mediterranean, · or
Cont~mporary decor. A "Special"
Christmas from the University Book•
store.

~~

;II,
flt

PHONE: 933-4097
. : Featuring A Complete Line
Of ~•\'igs and Hairpieces and A
Professional Wig Service Dept. .

SEE THEM TODAY -~
~~~d-
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Action Party Cites Dissatisfactio~

r@J~~
~

By -TOM FOX

,\

sponsible spending of the money
the senior class receives from the
states.
All seniors should take advantage of the opportunity at hand and
vote in the senior class election
. being conducted this week.

Pr .• nc.·1 p-l·e :. '3·.'reva·11s
·\

.

_

Ken.. Knoblock beat the system.
He rec~ived a parking ticket for
_parking in"an- unmarked. zone. But
did Knoblock · give in, . pay the $2
fine and go off grumbling?
.No. Unable to get :satisfactio11from campus· police, he did the
unexpected; he took the case to the
Tampa -Municipal €ourt ' - and
won, without even finishing his
case.
Knoblock's story is nothing fantastic, but it is unusual.
· He showed there is . still ,some
room fpr principle in our highly
technologjcal, sometim~s · impersonal world.

not being heard. The student govern•
ment, while dominated by the present
administration, .has failed to take ,neces•
sary constructive measures to alleviate
this major 1problem.
SURELY, ANYONE who has passed
by the P.E. c·omplex has made at least a
casual note of the· natatorium's crumbling facing. This, coupled with the $14,
000 excess cost of the parking lot directly
south of this collapsing edifice, should
have prompted an investigation ,into the
·
quality and cost of construction.
There are many instances of contr~ct
letting which have apparent discrepan•
cies; and need further investigation, as a
safeguard •for any future needs which,
directly or indirectly, deal with the con•
tracts.
Continuing attempts must be made to
establish meaningful give-and•take communication, while guarding against un•
warranted submission on the parr of ei•
ther SG or administration.
THE ACTION PARTY aims toward
the achievement of presently unrealized
goals. Constant vigilance will be kept all
the while, for any avenue of need that
should be met.

Just one glance at the student govern•
ment in our school reveals that there ex•
ists a one-party system. This system is
out of keeping with the traditions that
are inherent in our nation's political sys•
tem. The nation has two parties, and this
school needs two active parties.
Action party is filling this need. It is
striving to bring about the changes that
are needed in our university. Changes
and faults that have gone unscathed and
unchallenged while SRG has occupied
the "Wltite House" at USF.
.THERE IS A need for a second cam•
pus party. This is evidenc!?d in several
facts. Any one•party system tends to be•
come lax and insensitive to its constitu•
ents. Although a few conscientous and
dedicated individuals manage to filter.
through the sieve of apathy caused by a

Seniors Make Your Move ,
Apathy hurts. And the apathy
on behalf of USF students has been
.the one thing each graauating
class has had in common.
~. The blame for this mountain of
·apathy -has been explained as
"USF is a commuter university"
(our present commuter enrollment
is 78 per cent of the total enrollment).
BUT APATHY can not be justifed.
Seniors have a chance this week
to be the first non-apathetic class
atUSF~
This' is .the w.eek ·of senior class
elections. An event, which, has
been taken all too lightly .
Graduating seniors are not sufficiently informed on what is required of them. They miss opportunities to unify and pe.r form as a
unit because- they are not informed
of the opportunities.
AN EFFEGrlVE senior class
government is a necessity for the
reaso~ cited above and for the re-

STUDEN'f
COMMENTARY

lj

one-party system, tl'iere is not the watch·
dog effect, which forces results in order
·
to stay in power.
Being a foundation for "grasss roots"
- support, parties provide power bases
, that, if fully functional, can be of great
· import to student objectives ii} general.
Ir follows, that by involving more people,
more energy will be present for those in

power to tap.
When 70 to 80 P._ercent of any institution's students is composed of commut•
ers, as is the case at · USF, and one of
the most persistent problems continues
to be parking, obviously their voice is

.J

i.

.New. L~ftr·
.
Illegitimate.?·
By Keith Waller
Our nation glows with pride" •with the
development of the many Liberal.Arts
colleges. The original idea of the Liberal
Arts college is an institution that would
liberate (set free) the individual from
. conditions .considered undesirable.
. T_he .word lib~ral has taken on a slight
change in definition: " one willing to
change." I have no quarrel with this new
definition as long as it is properly ap~
.plied.

SINCE THAT IS not always- the 'Case,
a contradiction develops. Nc1tura1ly, in
such an institution, the word · liberal
takes on virtue and rationality, therefore
most ideologies readily adopts the la'.bel.
Academic chaos now reigns.
Perhaps the most absurd violators
are found in the New Left. This ideology
is the epitome of collectivity in the..U.S.
The New Left would collectivize all
productive elements of our society ..(into
government) and distribute justice"' services, and material well being according
to their values. Socialism? You bet your
BP it is.

THE NEW _LEFT claims to be. ii.ber•
al; it is the illegitimate . daughter· of
American Liberalism. Illegitimate '.to· this
extent: that change can only be. exercised by conforming to this sys tell! .of ri_' ,
.
gidity.
This is very narrow and anti•liberal in
that change can be exercised in only one
direction. The argument is thefefore
raised, the collectivized group • can
change in any direction.
. . True, but individuals of such :.a :!¢oiety
can only change ·in the direction· Qr-:this
. · ..: . -society.; :· Whi.c:l;l-·. is ; c.onfo~rn~ty~•·7~per
. these collectivized conditions, . tij~~di- · ·,vidu~l'11as allow~q ·hiLlib_e r-alis~!6 be
· collectivized. · ·. • : · , - - . : ..:-1

I:.

Qf§AA4W€4Wt4it¥WMM#tf&£;t-::&~M@M@4}f..~&di@f±_j¥&DW.mtiM4¥¥¥i¥¥%#1-ff.tf.ef~~

:·· ·. :·AT THE OPPOST.llfeiid1:of-tnji;pectru:m is fue true liberai, -the :iridi~ist.
'!f:fifs indfviduijfsf functions -iii ;~iety
that minimizes government (cQUe&tvity
· .at its• worst; a ~-e·ce~sa.ry; evil~( it!°l!"est)
and maxinuies - individual - resp~ili•
; .. ·. .. -~.. , .
ties:· ·.. ,. .
'. Under ttrese· ideal 1conditions aft•mdidl.rec•
vidual can change himself in
tion of a 360 degree spectrum. : 111,divi•
dualism is the epitome of lib.eralisrrt, ·
The next problem 1s how can. an indi•
vidualist conserve (damn that W(!Pd) his
liberalism without receiving pronimncements of condemnation from the high
profits of the New Left ?
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THE SILENT MAJORITY

STUDENT COMMENTARY

A Different TWist- Black Racism
BY JAMES BLAKE

We Shall Be Relieved
While Vice President Spiro Agnew was epitheting his way around the political

zoo, tagging· anti•war protestors as " parasites of passion" - while President ;Nixon

was watching -a football game as thousands of people took peacefully to his streets -

and while -the "silent majority" was trickling in feeble numbers, demonstrating the
travesty' of administrative assumption and opportunism, the anguish of the .real
world continued. Perhaps this nation's politicians are just "relieving" themselves
•. • if not, maybe they had petter "relieye" themselves before the jaundiced Ameri·
can eagle bgins losing its wings.

The CBS Television Network announces the cancellation of the Leslie
Uggams Show and Whitney Young, a
black civil rights leader, accuses the TV
moguls of racial prejudice. Young· demands that' the program be continued
because it is a showcase for Negro talent
and employs twenty-eight creative black
minds.
Nine black players are dropped from
a university's football team for refusing
to ·attend practice sessions and a legal
representative for the players threatens
suit unless they are immediately rein•
'
stated.

BLACK P AN THE R CHIEFTAIN
Bobby Seale, on trial for inciting riots
during the Chicago convention, receives

STUDE·NT COMMENTARY

Rocket . . . Rocket . . .
Who Saw A Rocket
By Wll.EY BROOKS
· Editorial Editor
Three . • . Two . . . One . . • Lift Off
with its three sailors

i .. The giant ship

til4/§i!l@¼tiifr.4MIL.~l¾4'i/LJG&&
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had set sail for that far away place that
had bee-n sung about, dreamed ,about,
loved under, and looked over. since the
beginning of history.
,For the second time, man was voyaging across the unfamiliar sea of space to,
explore the surface of "that old devil
moon." Quite a conquest for sinful man.
History books of the future will tell us it
was a great day.

BUT IT WASN'T the kind of day you
normally associate with great triumphs
of · man. Instea d it was that kind of day
that you would like to forget. But you
can't forget because of the nasal conjes•
tion and all the lack of sleep.
It didn't start out that way.
Several hundred thousand people
lined the beaches a nd the causeways to
see Apollo lift itself into the sky on its
way to the moon.

THE SPECTATORS WERE confident
of a good show. And why shouldn't they
be for there it was, blazing in superwhite lights, standing out against the
•black Atlantic night sky.
Now being veteran of past space
launches at Cape Kennedy I have
learned how to drive all the way across
the state and then -keep my patience
even though the ground is unbelieveably
hard and the mosquitoes fearlessly monsterous.
But I ha dn't learned how to cope with
the icy cold wind a nd the rain. Wqrklng
1 ~separately and in joint these two siniste~~

elements brutally assaulted my poor
body.

THE RAIN· DIDN'T start until about
10:30 a.m.: . an hour. and a half sooner
than the weathernian said it would. Hav•
ing enough sense to get in out of ·the
rain, I waited· the final hour in my nice
warm and dry car.
About five minutes prior to the lift off
I dug out my umbrella and drifted down
to the waterfront. Being an optimist and ·
knowing the rains would . suddenly be
t urned off, 'I kept saying "keep· ·the
.
faith."
Then.it happened. The "on the scene"
radio commentor said so and he should
know, being on the scene and all. Apollo
12 was on its way.
I DIDN'T see the two flashes of light•
ning that many speculated hit the rocket
as it ascended. But then, I didn' t see
much of anything _but rain, r ain and
m ore rain.
Like all other thing dramatic the
rains increased their intensity and climaxed near the time of the laupch. It
was only luck that I saw the faint fire•
ball, briefly.
Then it was over. Damn, what a
down,

CURSING THE WEATHER, I thought
I probably should have gone to the
Marc_~ on Death in Washington. Then I
heard a Washington weather r eport.

~

a four year sentence on sixteen counts of
contempt; his supporters screech "ra•
cism"; calling Seale's punishment ex•
· traordinarilJ harsh and due to the color
of his skin.
There is more, much more. Black stu•
dents, many of them admitted to univer•
sities despite lack of academic qualifica•
tions and supported by funds from vari•
ous government agencies and programs,
continue to demand monetary recompense, separate housing, black studies
programs, and the r ight to name their
own black professors for black courses.
A white teacher, claim the .blacks, no
matter how well•versed he m ay be in
black literature, art, etc, is simply not
qualified to teach a roomful of Negroes.
Why? Because he's white. I
And so it goes. Having bloomed fully,
the relatively new social phenomenon of
Black Racism, or racism•in reverse, has
graduated from the laughable to the ludi•
cr ous.

#

immunity from laws defanged by ' Whit:
ey's wrenching guilt, must reach an
awareness of the responsibilities inher•
ent with ea ch new freedom - before ov•
erindulgence leads to disaster.

WHITNEY YOUNG IS wrqng in claim 7
ing racial prejudice is behind the move
to dump Leslie Uggams' _show. Since its
debut the show has garnered _pitifully
poor ratings, and it is common knowledge sponsors are interested only in the
number of people watching their com•
·mer,cials.
When the number gets too low the
show is cancelled. The cancellation of
Miss Uggams' show is an act of simple
- h9wever brutal - economics, no ra•
cial prejudice, and more than a few
white•oriented programs have been sub•
jected· to the same ignominious fate.
The case of the nine players dropped
from the football squad is again an in•
-stance of established procedure running
its ,course arid not an act of racism (ex•
cept, perhaps, on the part of the players
and their outraged lawyer).

IN TIDS DECADE the black man's
cries .for equality have intensified, grown
IT IS A RARE coach irideed .wh.o looks
blatant, dem anding - a nd the ·pace of
upon missed practice sessions asl trivial
civil rights legislation has quickened _in
misdemeanors. The players were thinkresponse. Fine. This is as it should be.
racist thoughts if they felt they could
ing
Also, the loud black voice has roused the
pr-ac;:tlGe simply because they are
forego
·
.greatest single force behi,nd the meteoric·
black.
America's
White
rights:
Negro
rise of
In the eyes of the coach they are one
guilt - a -blinking gargantuan guilt , bent
· · on destroying its creators,· ignorance and
bigotry.
This guilt has manifested itself in ·the
diffident, damned-eager-to•be-liberal approach of, whites to blacks.
. But the removal of guilt involves strenuous s truggle. Guilt dies hard, and' the,
subtle inner conflicts of the. white,. · ·
would-be•liberal mind are perhaps most' .
i ' .
clearly reflected in the cocktail patty r~·
ma-rk of the white accountant· to· the ·
black revol~tionary: "-What a.re·you peQ, .
pie calling yourselves these days? L don't
wish to m ake any social bl,u nders." ' .

· NONETHELESS, WIUTE AMERICA
continues to struggle - obviously and
very hard - to purge itself of bigotry,
ostra cize its guilt, and a ccept' the · black
as equal.
Unfortunately, as r.a cism gradually
seeps from the guilt•rent white lheart, it
pumps ever harder into the raised black
fist. The 'question arises: Why? Perha}Js
because the black racist is not unlike the
young man who, upon reaching the legal
drinking age, goes on a month.long
binge, slopping up the booze as fast as
the bartender can pour it, determined to
exercise his new freedom to exhaustion
before the eyes of the world.
But like the young drinker, the modern
black man, sampling the wines of un•
precedented freedoms and finding them
heady stuff indeed, and exulting in his

UNFORTUNATELY, TB,E New Left
considers the· masses incapable· of securing,_~ r own welfare ; there,f ore, it;needs
~ent volep.t and pa,~rnal gµid anc~ _of t.h e
•
elite (NewLelt). · .(This . was evidenced by SOS (the
· ey._te) last summer when they joined the
·ranks of . the working class (the ignorant
m asses) •to liberate them. Of course, the
working class rejected SDS because
workers are not dufnb and they are ca•
pable of securing. tlielr own well being.)
· As for the .collJge of Liberal Arts at
overwhelming majority of its
USF,
faculty can be classified as liberal in tradition which is fine enough, except for
those who are utterly blinded by the dis.
t~nce tti,ey' keep , between the academic
i\!,~ry tower and the reality of our U.S.A.
QPEN YOUR eyes professors, please,
before it's too late, .

the

thing: football players - :and as such
they were bound by the rules pertaining
to all the players on the team, black and
white.
Racism, then, _is not solely the prov•
ince· of the drawling, rednecked white, it
has become a very real part of the Negro m ood. And a dangerous part - to
both whites and the blacks themselves.

RACISM IS A two-way street, and, un•
believably, the past tumultuous 'c,~ecade
has seen only minor racial: •!e nderbending. But future travel on. the racist
road will be extremely perilous as th~ in•
creasing flow of black fury co~es ~adly
veering toward the remaining white traffic.
Thus, it may come to pass that. the inevita ble clash and crash wil.J ...leave everything gr ay, solving the problem. But,
equally possible , perhaps more so, everything will end up sticky dark red.
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Senior Platforms /Announced

Eat Allen Group Active Here Again

The Committee to Eat Pres-'
ident Allen (CEPA), dormant
since last year's Hunger
Marches, will• kick off activities this year with th e Mi.ss
CEPA Contest, t'a spokesman·
for the group has announced.
/ all attending. I will work to
STEVEN GARY KAHN
Applications for the title of
c:orrect this situation.
Candidate for Vice-President
Miss CEPA should be left in
UC Box 422. Entrants should
expound in 25 words or ·less on
the theme: "Why I Really
Want to Eat President Allen."
Ernie Gutierrez, 4ENE, former
Grand Gourmand of the
My name is Robert Patrick of Fontana-De Soto Hails, and ·
group
told The 01:acle that the
' and I am running for the · of- . member . of Pi Mu Epsilon
fice of Treasurer of the Senior · Honoi:ary Fraternity. I feel rriove to revitalize CEPA is
Class. I am majoring in math- . that I am qualified for the of- "solely to test out sentiment
ematics for a career in Secon- - fice and would appreciate regarding student and faculty
interest in eating President
dary Education. I have · a your vote.
Allen
at this time.
grade point average of 3.1.
·
'
ROBERT
PATRICK
"We
would certain}y hate to
I am the current president
Candidate for Treasurer
start eating him if we didn't

·Vice. - President

EDITOR'S NOTE: The Orac~e notified, through
the Office of Student Activities, candidates rw1:qing for senior class offices on space -allocations
• for their various platforms. Those appearing on ✓
this page were the only ones received in time for
publication . . By_ running these pl,atforms The
Oracle is not endorsing these candidate~, but pro._vjding a service for our readers. ·

There is really no reason seemed too far away to be
why a school ·this size should real.
not have a · working Senior
And suddenly--- more rapciass. This is the first year of- .idly than we realized - it's
ficers have been elected this here and we're seniors at last
early and it's a start.
Let's enjoy ~eing seniors !
I
would
first
like
to
find
out
We
need a senior dinner\.
from otfter schools how . their dance (semi-formal or forsenior offices are run, take ma!), a '·'bigger a nd better"
the best ideas and put them · Senior Satir;e, •a "Senior. Rectogether into policies or a con- ognition Week" with correlatstitution.
ing activities; and we need to
AS A SENIOR I wanf t'o feel \ have ·our · graduation ceremo-....
that I belong to a class, and nies lleld in ,T8.!Ilpa.
...
this is our most important
Too, let s have
1dear"am an · accounting major, dations to President1Allen and
year. Help make t!1is the first peo?le" ,w9rking to ~ake our
a member of Delta Tau Delta the graduation committee repFra~rnity, and past president resenting. the Seniors' view- senior class in USF that mer- semor1class more than ,a computer designation.
of.: Circle K. Also, I have point on the agenda for gradu- its the name Senior Class.
My intent in this candidacy
I am out going President of
We can make this year as
served as State Treasurer and ation exercises. ·
Gamma Dorm have been on exciting as we want it to be. is to bring about unity and ornow as International Trustee
The money appropriated to the Fall Frolic~ committee for I'd
like to make these things ganization for what appears
for Circle K International.,.. I the Senior Class in the . past Sergio Mendes,
Acting Secre- - and more - happen, w_ith· to be for the first time.
am ·working on the University has been misused or not used
I propose that the · Senior
tary of the University Center your vote and your help.
committee that is writing the · at a ll. I will try to analyze
Class officers organize to
Proo-ram Council and Chair-·
PAT
-SASSER.
constitution for the Univetsi- what the Seniors want or TJeed ma; of
completely inform the seniors
'the Inter'.communiqi.Candidate for Vice-President
ty ... , ·
and then ·spenci t\lis money to
of
their rights, privileges, .and
. tions Committee of the Uni· GriJ.duation exercises are fulfiil them:
requirements.
.
versity O:enter Prog~am CounHaving
been a student .at
usua-lly lengthy and someSince . in the past Seniors ell.
THE DUTY OF a treasurer
this.
school
I
have
noticed
sevtimes uninteresting; I propose I ave ot been informed of SeI am sincerely interested .in era! areas of deficiency in the is not just a bookkeeper, but
to: make specific recommen- , ~ior ~ass activities, I .propose making
this Senior year one relationship between the grad- one of an innovator. The tre~.
/
through the use of The Oracle to reme~ber,
uating seniors and the ·rest of surer should be efficient and
USF.' Receives Grant
and a· Senior Class. bulletin ·
_ .
DIANE SAXE school. One of, the · prime business oriented. With my
... ~· ,, ' . .
board, to keep them _mformed
· Candidate for Vice-President areas of deficiency lie·s in the, prior experience.-as a finance'
USF · received a $56,255 and involved irr all Senior
. c.ommuni.cation gap . between manager of a· 'Tampa , firm .
grant• to instifu.te a program , Class functions.
.
Remem\Jer yo~r first day a, : us, the· departing ~niors, and • and my business background ·
•
•
l
.
of services for Tampa elderin college, I feel Lam :quali-.
I feel and will-work toward
. the administration. · ·'
. a freshman? Then, graduation
Many ideas have . been fied for; this ot(ice.
ly .J?O'?r. The grant came from _ building a stro~g class spirit_
Are you aware the ,Senior
· championed by previous gra:
th~ •. U.S. Department · of and unity.
Class
is alloted. ·s10oci for apduating
and
·a
large
proporHealth, Education1 and 'we!.
GREG . \VIIJJS ' .
'
tion·
proved
of
them
seniqr.-activities ? Are
have
totally
un-·
fare,
candidate f!)r,. P,resi.dent ·
noticed. I woul_d work to cor-: you aiso aware. that-the' senior
rei:t this fault irr the system class is ' receiving only $600
for our benefit and the benefit this year.
.
of those classes to follow.
·WRY?.
\ Unity and recognition are
· Ariother· sector of deficiency . Of the $1000 allotted-· last
what the .senfors at USF need
. is _in ; the ~ctiv~ty; or should I year J800 w~s returned !o. tlie
and deserve.
' say inactivity pf ttie growing state.' Due- to· poor ·manageFour years of study should
alumnus of USF ·in tlie affairs ment, the funds were not uti- · .
end "\vith "a b'ang, not' a of the school.
-·
. lized.for tfie -dass benefif MY..
whimper." .
I have yet to •See anything intent is · to utilize all the
. Let us join together in electthat is ,even resembling an ac- funds for your benefit.
ing· senior class leaders to put
tive alumnus, one that will
:MARK 'J'. VERTICH
together an exciting program
work to better this ~chool for.
Candidate for Treasurer
for our last year at USF.
.
'I~ a candidate for senior
class secretary and I'm sick
of whimpering.
·✓
'
,,,
I
SHERR,Y KNIGHT
.
.
Candiaate for Secretary

Treasurer
a

Im ported English silverplated container with attached measuring spoon
for instant coffee is a welcomed addition for the kitchen or breakfast area.
. \,V~ make evm.Jthing easq
,

to buq, .• with"READY*C:REDIT" plans.

OIAMONO MERCHANTS OP' AMERICA

:h~G~l:IR<
9 ~:~
IH T.l~PA SHOP AT ,GORGON'S.

• 3924 BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING CTR,
• NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
• TERRACE PLAZA, TEMPLE TERRACE
'

OTHER STORES :N: ST. PETERSBURG. CLEARWAH.R.
BRADENTON. PLANT.CITY A,~O LAKELAIIO

I seek office because: I am
/ tired of apathy. Our predecessors .failed to provide effective
comrhunication and . interaction. - ✓
All over campus the reverberations of poor communication and misinformation echo
in the hollow .silences of apathy. How ' many· times have
y ou heard of the passing of an_
everit in which you wanted to
participate? As your elected
offic~ I.seek to provide information of the opportunities
availabl' to .yo_u. When both
facilities and abilities are
plentiful, they should be utilized.
•
I
•
A secretary 1s not Just a
notet.aker, but a coordinator,
researcher and dispatcher of
c:ominunication. This is your
Senior Year and I would like
to be YOUR .secretary. The
decision is yours. Is this to be
another series of quarters · or
a year of meaningful purpose
and direction? Remember,
vote for me, Marilyn Joyce
Lundy for Secretary of the Senior Class.
Marilyn Joyce Lundy
Candidate for Secretary .

·

PROTECTN E LIFE INSURANCF COMPANY

Ph. 935-0512
Ph: 238-1·212
Ph. 877-1912

,

PIZZA~H UT

I

I

'

I

_,,.

stripe up.
the bands

J

•••

in red, white and blue!
Villager's nautical look in

washable wool with tiny
buttons marching around a
I

white dicky th~t points to a
:flippy godet pleated skirt.
6-16, $30 in Maa:s Village

Shop, West Shore Plaza;
Downtown Tampa
and, North Gate

-

'

/

ocea~·in a bottle

"Tork" the
mathema tical
sculpture .••

fa scinati ng to watc.h!

capable of complex and

Doubles as . a conversation

amusing motio·ns. You'll

piece or pacifier. 5.00

find Toi-k a very thei-apeutic ~y. 10.00
:i\faas Stationery

J

And we've come up with some pretty importa nt information. Iior example, we kriow that college-men are in 'the
best health period of th~ir lives,: that i-hey have a greater
life expectancy, and that they will command greater income.~ in less hazardo us occupations than most people.
And because of this,: we've qesigneci a special -life ,insurance-savings plan especially for colleue mm. It's called
the Protective Life · College Senior Plan, and ·offers exceptional benefits at preferred rates. Coverage includes
accidental death, disability, and a protected insurability
benefit. The College Sen ior Plan has no war exclusion
claus,;, offers full aviation coverage and becomes com-·
pletely paid up at normal retirement' age . Also, premium
deposits may be deferred until earnings increase.
·
Get full details from these College · Representatives:
.
I
.
Richard Greenlee
.
. Robert Meyer
Adcock-Moore & .~ssociates
Suite 206, Mariner Building
5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Fla. 33609
Tel.: 877-8391

8426 N. Florida
3405 E. Hillsboroug h
_716 N. Dale Mabry

University President John
Allen · and Student Government President Steve An~erson spoke to· a' ~ombined
meeting of the Tampa Kiwanis Club and the USF lircle K
club in the University Ballroom last Wednesday.
A reception was held_after
tne meeting for Circle K's
Sweetheart and Little Sisters.
Linen and decor was blue
and gold, the traditional colors of both Kiwanis and Circle
K.
j

Graduate St~dy

'

Children of USF faculty are
invited to a hike and cookout
sponsored by Nick Hall Saturday.
The group will meet on the
east side of tlie University
Center at 8 :30 a.m. and · hike
across· campus to an area be. hind the golfcourse.

11 :30 '.Til 2:00 PM
FOR ·ANY ONE ·
OF OUR YUMMY
SM. PIZZAS
FOR LUNCH,
YES GANG
ANY ONE

'.

Allen, Anderson
Speak To Club

PROTECTIVE LIFE
Has Done A Lot- Of

Children Hike
Set Saturda-y

C

:s

,.

CEPA gained wide attention
last year when members
. twice marched on Allen's· nffice.

1

President

~~
~- . BRITISH CADDY

have people with a sincere in•
terest to do a decent job of
it,.,· Gutierrez said.

I

take the timely watch • •

•

byVendome!

j

Mat'Vel at the original link designs and interesting
shapes-love ly couturier seven-jewel watches in gold .
silver. Conquistado r, $28; Mexicana, $21. Other
styles from $19 to $35 Maas Fashi.o n Watches, ~.11
stores except Gandy Blvd.

or

,/

..

:;._

. "~l - ~ · ~ Spirit: , Disease
<IMOORE OR LESS\~
I
·O f The Masses
~
,,.," By Mary Ellen Moore

";

Sports Writer

0~CLE ~- -~J!/i4

~ ~

SPORTS

·,

XMAS
LAYAWAY NOW, AT OUR SALE .PRICES

L...:f==6=U=·=o=f=S=o=ut:h:F:lo:r:id:a:,:N:o:v:.1:9:,:1:96=9=='~...l \
"We've got the SPIRIT!
(clap, clap, clap)
So let's hear it!
(stomp, stomp, _stomp)"

This is,. fortunately, one of the rarer forms of the infectious
~PIRIT ! The carrier of this type is recognizable by varied
phrases which we can't repeat because:

Sound familiar? Freshmen more than likely.recall this high
scb.Qol cheer, but upperclassmen might have to try a little
harder (although the way high school cheers are chanted,
pounded and branded into one's brain at an early age, the recollection should be fairly easy).

thing at the mouth that the words are indistinguishable, or 2)
they are of such a nature that we wish they were indistinguishable. The spread of this form of SPIRIT! may be prevented
by either locking the carrier up or giving hjm rabies shots.

1) THEY ARE screamed so frenziedly and with such a fro-

SPIRIT! INCLUDES several types of sports fans: the
blood-luster, the dedicated .follower, the rah-rah and the comedian. Each has his own particular brand of SPIBIT! (and there
are many particular brands of spirits, right?)

Like most spirits, ·SPIRIT! can be healthy - or it can be
unhealthy. Guess which category the blood-luster comes under.

Instruction
Club Activities

CoL John P. Kimball, Ridingmaster
lake Padgett
Riding & Hunt Club
Ph. 949-6221

DON'T ·
DELAY!
GET A

HAIRCUT TODAY
.

AT
THE

FRATERNITY
HOUSE
·UNIVERSITY PLAZA
Phone 971-3633

.

'

REG. 89.95

,4aso
READY TO HOOK UP TO YOUR
HI-Fl OR STEREO, .,N OILED WA1LNUT
WITH LIGHTED PROGRAM INDICATOR.

PORTABLE!
AM/FM 8 TRACK

SOLID

0

STATE

0
0

0

STEREO

Iii

• MUSKAT
0

Runs on batterie s, · wall
current or car cigarette
1
1 lighter.

.BANKAMERICARD - MASTERCHA~GE
. .
..

This "patch"

ATIME
FOR

'

COME BY!
COME BUY!

TAPE
PLAYER .

Swim Team's T.alent
'Best' Says Coach

In early December, the USF is also retufning. Junior,
swimming team will plunge Dave Binnie and seniors, Alan
into the '69-70 season with the Stetler and Rico Maschino
The dedicated follower-is recognizable by the glazed look in best talent the te·am has ever are the other team veterans.
his eye as he stares at the event, afraid to-·move for fear of had, reports head Swim
NEW FACES that will asmissing anything. They work their mouths occasionally in an Coach Robert J. Grindey. Six sist the USF swim team are
of last year's lettermen are freshmen, Hunter Joslin, who
effort to try to assist 't heir' favorite team.
returning this year, tpree of looks good in the, individual
In medley, R i ck e Morehead,
SUCH SOUNDS as "Your mother wears army boots !" may whom were All Americans.
addition, ten new a'nd promis- breaststroker and Mike Koecome out of the dedicated follower. He usually can be found ing swimmers ' have been
chler, sprinter.
after the game in one of three positions:
added to the roster.
Despite the loss of three All
All American J~e ' Lewkow- Americans from last year,
1) Being carried away immovable on a stretcher because
he really did forget how to use his limbs after just spectating. - icz, who Won the NCAA Mike McNaughton, Terry BraChampionship fbr the 200 yard
t·t (. d" .
•
•
dd
·
Bill Kelley, the team
for so long; 2) J umpmg up an own ma Joyous I m 1catmg butterfly last year, is back zel and
appears in great shape.
his team won); .3) Jumping up and down in a raging fit (indi- •loo"king stronger than he did
"This is the best working
at this time last year, despite
eating his team lost).
I have ever had," said
group
undergoing a knee operation
The rah-rahs is a slightly healthier form of SPIRIT! The during the' summer. Lewkow- Coach Grindey. "They have
symptoms of these victims include a constantly open mouth . icz feels that the team's the most dedicatiM and are
and an unfortunate tendency to pound on others' heads in an ef- chances this year are "very well ahead of .last year."
fort to transmit the affliction.
good" and he feels that the Tougher schools have been
team will do "better in this added to this year's proposed
schedule, threfore, making a
EMERGIN& FROM the mouths are chants, songs and love- season's NCAA,meet.
level of competition.
higher
ly little ditties. "Chew 'em up, spit 'e~ out, ooh-ahh !" is just
placed
USF
YEAR,
LAST
one of the many. These fans can usually be found after the
game in an absolute state of exhaustion (not only from singing, 12th out of 63 teams in the
but from trying to out-sing others with the same case of,SPIR- NCAA meet, College Divisi\ln
at Springfield, Mass. They
IT!)
also placep second in the
Last, but unfortunately not l~ast, is the comedian. (Ha-ha). Southern Independent InterHe's the only victim of SPIRIT! who starts out healthy, but collegiate Championship at
.ends up in the hospital because the other fans don't really ap- · Florida State.
predate his symptoms (which usually include a handful of-ice
Also returning ,is All Ameriand c;onfetti). And if he doesn't end up in the hospital, he may can, Mike Berry, a sophomore
end up behind some bushes or bleachers.
who placed fifth in the 1650
yard free style. Jurtior, Dave
SO WHERE SPIRIT! is concerned - be careful how you Keene, who was on the All
American medley relay team
use it, it could be hazardous to your health.

Sports EditQr
Gets Threat
From Gamma

WHAT SPORTS.
CARS ARE
ALLABOUT

STEREO 8 TRACK ,

.'

. . . ·• ....

..

THANKS

By JAN WALKER
Sports Writer

The Sports Editor received
·a threat this week from the
indignant girls of Gamma.
They claimed if they. didn't
receive any publicity in The
Oracle, the entire dorm
planned to storm The Oracle
office and stomp our Sports
Editor. (Good grief, Jeff, they
really mean business.)

"Tampa's Finest Newest

Complete Sports Car
Center''
MOST IMPORTANT

But why should the girls of
Gamma receive any publicity? Well, they achieved something that only the PE Majors
could boast in the past. The
Dynamic Dribblers of Gamma
West edged (just barely) Epsilon 15-13 in the Intramural
Basketball Pla:Yoffs.

WE'RE A FULL
SE~VICE BANK • • •
Savings Accounts

Banking.Bf Mail

Open A Checking Account
Today!

EXCHANGE BANI(
9385 - 56th·st•.

Cheered on by nearly 75
faithful fans, Gamma West
came from behind to hand
Epsilon their first lpss of the
season.

FOREIGN CAR CENTER FOR
FACULTY & STUDENTS AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF S0•.FLA.

"COMPLETE SERVICE & PARTS ON
ALL MAKES OR MODELS."
•

WE ARE AS CONVENIENT TO
YOU AS YOU ARE TO US!!
IMPORT

~~~[]@][:!].

N. DA~tRY
PH. 884-8464

Safe Deposit Boxu
Checking Accounts

of Temple
Terrace

identifies
the world's best
beer drinlie rs !

QUALITY
NEW
TREADS

In a rough game that saw
an unbelievable amount of
fouls and minor casualties,
the terrors of Kappa 3 East
dumped Gamma West 17-11.

45

$
SIZE 700x13

RETREADS ON
SOUND TIRE BODIES

But, the' Gamma Girls
aren't about to ·give up. They
have a return match with Epsilon and Judy Collins, coach
and captain of Gamma West
says that "We've got a good
thing going and we're going to
come back. " With this kind of
confidence and support, Epsilon, watch out.

BLACKWALLS
TUBELESS PLUS
EXCISE TAX
AND TIRE FROM
YOUR CAR

SIZES

775-14
.

775-15

.

{HIS CAN GET YOUR

EAD TOGETHER

Lead your own life.
Enjoyit.
Don't let ]ife let you down
because of a silly head- .
ache. Happiness is as far_
away as an Anacin®bottle.
Anacin is twice as strong
in the specific pain reli ever do ctors rec ommend most as the other
well known extra strength
tablet. \
Anacin may no t bend
your mind, but it sure will
get your head togather.

\

ANHEUSER•BUSCH, INC.• ST. LOUIS

SALE PRICE

s13,s

32s:14

-TOPI I/I ~OND#f
TDPIIN

825-15

Whitewalls
Add $3.00 More

DEPE/IPAB/l/T(

4 PLY NYLON

TEMPLE TERRACE, 88S0 N. 56th: ST.,PH. 988-5259
B. F. Goodrich offers to College Students a 10% Discount on Any Pur•
chase other than Special Sale Items. Must show Student ID Card.

1

USF Hosts
First Track

USF Si,nks· Navy,· l•.O

Invitational·
USF, with, the sanction · of
the Florida High School Ac•
tivities Associa tion, announces
its F irst Annual Cross C_o9n·
try Invita tional Meet open to
all state of Florida runners.
High school, junior college, ;
university or unattached run·
ners who reside or attend
school in Florida are eligible
for the com petition.
The meet will take place
Dec. 6 at 11 a .m. at the University Cross Country Course.
It will cover a distance of four
miles.
The m eet will be run qn a
figure 8, entirely grass surface. Spikes or· flats· may 'be
worn. The course is. located
immediately to the left of th~
first intersection when enteJ
ing the campus from the main
entrance.
.
The race will start promptly
at t he scheduled time. Upon
crossing the .finish line, all
runners will be funneled into
a chute and their name, .place
and time will be recorded.
Awards to the top 20 finishers will be 'made at the finish
line immediately ·after re~ults
are recorded . . Plaques will go
to the first .ten,fihishe~; medals to the second ten: •· :
F or • further 'information,
contact Dr. I Gil Hertz of the
Physical Education Depart- ment, ext. 2125.

.

By l\llKE STROKER and,
·
20
·
•
'KERNICK
Times and places • of · orgal)lzjtiOns
Alt1nllc Richfield Co.: · AJl\ mafors in; 1
•
,
,Sports
Writers
meeting regularly are postedl on the
terested, in non-technical sales af1d sales
' University Center Lobby bulletin mat. for marketing t ra inee · pos lJlon.
r·
boa rds.
'
Liberty Mutual Insurance Co.: Liber_ ,_
, ANN,APOLIS, Md. - The
al Arts and Bus. Ad. majo~s tor cla ims
TODAY -~
adfusters . (male) · and c!aims rep.
USF
Brahmans def e a J e d
resentatlves· (ft mafeJ positions.
Marine Corp: 9 a .m., UC 205.
Navaf Ship Researcr:i a!ld. Develop' '
Div. 01 Adm. Luncileon, 11 :30 1.m., ,
ment Center: Engr. (all d1scipllnesl,
u_c ~56.1 •
•
•
.
· Fi\rapsych_0109y socle_ty, , · p.m., ·UC phy.. naval architects, math., ~nd .
oceanography majors tor eng lneer,n~,
255
: ' .
THURSDAY :, . ·· f . physicists, naval architects, m~them1t1•
•
Marine Corp., 9 ·a.m ., UC 205.
' n cians and oceanographers· positrons.
H.J. Heinz Co:: Bus. 'A~m . mafors for
Bis Luncheon, noon, UC 255.
.
sales
repr
esentative
(grocery).
·
Board of.. Directors•., Luncheon, noon,
,
NOV. 21
UC 256.
Dept. of Housing and -Urban Devel_opCampus Gold, 7:30 p.m., UC 204.
m1nt:
Civil
Engr.
majors for c1_v,1
FRIDA.Y .
engrs. -pos liions.
Marine Corp.~ 9 a.lJ'., UC 20S.
,
Electromagnetic Industries Inc. ; Elec. Staff Asst: Luncheon, noon, UC 256.
Music Forum, Concert· for Cello and . trica·1 Engr. · ma fors for development
engr.. position and transformer. des'gn
Piano, 2 p.m., FAH 101
Athenaum, 2 p.m., UC 202.
.
engr. position.
Journalist Prosr1m, 2 p.m., UC , 213.
.
DEC. 2
U. · 5011th Florida,
SATURDAY
. 1
Morrison, Inc. : Bus., Edu., Lib. Arts
Photo Contes(, 111"dayn UC 101.
& Home Ee. (llafors for feed managePhoto Contest Judges Luncheon, 12
ment trainees:
noon, UC 255 & 6.
DEC. 4
Coffee House Circuit, 8 p,m., UC 248.
Bogue, ·Taylor & , Edenfield, CPA's:
. El Casino, 9 p,m., UC 251, .2,. -5 & -6.
Acctg
mafors
for
funior accountant pc,.
SUNDAY
Pike Llttle Sisters· Tea, 1 p.m., UC sition.
West Virginia stat• R41ad commi••
255 & 6.
slon i B. s. c. E. or M. s. c. E. r or en•
M~DAY
gineering
positions in construction, de•
Meet The AuthOr Luncheon, 12 noon, sign, maintanence,
advanced p lanning,
uc; 256.
ruearc~
·
and
development and traffic
Music Forum, F ine Arts Chorale and
engrg.
.
Chamber Singers, 2 .P•l"ll•• FAH 101.
'
Education
M~t The• Author, 2 p.m., UC ·252 E &
20
NOV.
w.
Duval County School System: All edu.College of · Ed. Councll, 2 p.m., EDU
cation mafors.
216 & 7.
. Monroa county 1 School · System: All
Inter Colfegi1t1 Music: FIS!IVII, 7;30
The girls of Gamma and
p.m., UC 158.
. education major'$.
Pinellas County SchOol · System: All
English Club Progr1m, I p.m., UC 2~2
Epsilon Halls will meet in a
education ma fors.
E.
.\
. flickerball , exhibition game
1
TUESDAY
.
.
NOV. 21
Dean's Luacheon, noon, UC ·255.
·,
Calumbll :rhelilogical SlininlrY: All
Saturday,. at 2 p.m. on IM
~hefll. Dept. Luncheoc,, 'iioon, UC 2~.
education mafors.
'. WEDNESPAY, ~ov. 2' . ' . '
football field 1.
,
NOV.
24
Div. of Adm. L11nchnn, 11 ;JO 1.m.,
).t11nt1 Public Schools: All. Edu. ma: UC 256.
,, .
.
Flickerball is similar to
fors M. S. Couoselo'r s, Elementary aml
touch football, .but no contact
Secondary Edu.
· Marion C:ounty Schools: All Edu. ma•
is allowed, and the ball may
fors.
' ·
,
1
TOD-'Y, . Nov. 1,
'
Dl!C. 4
only be .advanced by passing.
Career l'J1nnlng Cooterenc• for ,,.,.
Niw York Univ. Grad Sc'hool ef
d9nts interested in Ccoperetlve · Ectu- 1u1in1ss ADM: Students Interested fr,
The game is "played with
cation uslgnments durlpg Quarters II
MBA and PhD ·programs at grad.
nine
girls on each team, and
and Ill, 2 p.m., sso 19;
sehool of Bus. Aclm .
Orientation program for Llblral Arts
District of Columbia Public Schools:
touchdowns, field goals, ancl
Off-campus Ter m Pr-09r1m, SOC ll0,
All. Edu. mafors.
2 p.m .
.
,
/ '
Bulletin Board notices should be sent
Note: Alt new appl[c1nll lo Co-op_.i•x•
peeling placement Quarter II shQUld
dJrect to "Director , Campus Pub licapick up .their worksileets ·1cc1ay or lo- 1fons, UC 226" (ext. 61B) no la t er than
morrow · In sso 126.
.. .
·•
noon Wednesday tor publlcalion the fol1,Mond1y, Nov. 24
lowing Wednesday.
.'
Co•OP Councfl . MNfin11n 2 p.m.,., sso
send: news items direct to: " Editor,
1008. Alt· Co-op. students -Invited to 11The oracle, UC 222," (e xt. 619) .
The American A' t h 1 e
c
tend.
·
Admission Deadline: Wednesday, Nov.
The USF 2nd A n n u a 1
Union {AAU) will hold its
Deadline for Co-op Sludents on cam- 26 for admission applicatiqns for Qua rpus to return Worksheets to Co-op ·at- fer r'I, .l9M-70. This does not-itpply to
state Wrestling Tournament
_blumni-Foundation-Guest . Golf
flee. SlO. Service Charge If WorkshMta ~tildents who have attended USF during
in the GYM from 8 a.m. to 10
are not received.
er since Quarter II , 1969. Students en•.
Tournament will be held Satrolling at USF since Quarter II, 1969
Worksheets · for Quarter · II for · stup.m. The events .will take place
dents on a Training Perl6d must be 1hrough the Continuing Education mail
urday and Sunday.
postmarked for return to Co-op Of- procedure only must submit applicatlo11
on Feb. 21, Ma rch :Z( and f ice
not later than this da·t e: Sl.~ Service or re-application papers.
I
March 28.
Charge, if Worksheets are not received.
Thanksgiving Holiday: T·hllrsday, Nov.
The tournament is a 36 hole,
WIJ!nesday, tlov. 26 . · ."
27 and" Friday, Nov. 28. Evening classes ·
Career . Planning conference for ilUwill be held, Wednesday, Nov. 2~.
two man best ball event with
Spafford C. Taylor, tennis d ents interested in Cooperative Educe- .. Empljyinent Opportunities: the folplay starting· on both ·days·
rowJni,1 Ml-t ime; •. perma'nent positions
a5$igriments during Qu1r t1r1, I a nd
coach, has announced an im- lion
11, 2 p.m.; SSO 19.
· · 1· '
•
iir.e, aYailabJe; <ron .stud ent). Contact
with a shotgun start at 9 a.m.
Orientation
program
for
llbilt
al
Ar
ts
,
Personnel
Services.
ADM
2ao;
ext.
2291
:
portant var sity tennis team
2 secretary . t's ,
-,
·
Off-campus Term Program,- SOC 110, 2
meeting for Nov: 20 at 4 p.m. p.m . ·
F lights will be made up from
"
.
• 1 Secrela ry II
than, JSO employer! are current- 2 secretar y : Ill's ; (One mus t be blin PED 229. All lettermen and ly More
the first day's scores.
s ee~lng USF students for Coopera• ·
llngual-Span1shl .'
•. :
new candidates for tl"(e ~1970 t ive Edu~iitjo'(I -Tr!'in!ng assignments for. . 2 Stock .Clerks
Quar t~rs J! .anct• 111, · Students ,desiri~g .. 2 Cle rk, Typist l' s :
.. , .
The tourname11t is open to
team a re to meet.
. t~ be ·considered should n:ia.11~ ••PPIIC1•
Olrec;tor of: Alumni ~ervjces ,
t,on ln,.SSO ,126 at the 11rhest date pos•
Photographer J '
·
·•
anyone.
One member of the
s ible. These are professional tr1inin1
Lab' Techn. ,
: ·,.
two man team must be an
pro.gra ms and the students are paid
Labol'ltory;"J~hnologlst ' .
while en training periods away from
2 Systems Prograirimers·
•
.a lumni or foundation memcampus. Students -~ iy earn up n, live
1 Appllcatioris Programm er
hours of academic credit during the·i r · Jan/tors
· ;.
,
ber.
Co-op train ing quarters.
Groundskeepers
.
·,
I
Same of the employers who have
Library
Holiday , tfo11rs:
Closed
openings for Quarter II are II follc:,,,,s:
Thanksgiving Day: I a'. m. - 5 p.m .,
NASAi Cape Kennedy and Huntsville,
Friday,- Nov. ;is, resume normal
4'
engtneer,ng
•
hours on Sat urday. Nov. 29.
[!efense Personnel Support Center,
1:,ibrary Notice:) The, 1_.culty Is rePh,ladelphla, Pa., accounting
.
minded that studen·ts ·who checjc out
De!Monte, Tampa, Management ,
becks on their. st udent , ca rds must,
pa y a fine if books are not returned
Honeywe!I, St._ Petersburg, accounting
(must _be in fun,o r year)
·
by due date. A s tudent checking out
Martin !=- Segal Co., New York, New
books for a fa culty member m ust
York, general act uary work.
present t he professor 's identification.
Notice: Ther_e. a re openings In -Boston,
The Quick copy Shop (ADM 151 ) Is
The USF Sports Car Club is·
New York , Chicago and Atlant4 fpr •_ny
equipped to re pr oduce stal\_dard comhber al arts m ajor Inter ested fn· the Lib>
puter . pr int-out stie ets on· re gular
sponsoring The Lutz Gra n
era l Arts . Off-Ca mpus Ter m Program.
.;.paper (8½ xJ 1 or 8½ x14). (This Is a
Students interested In . this . ~ro11ram.
. fixed reduction . ratio; requests for
P rix of F rustration F un Ral• spec ial (edvctlons m·us t •stlll go to o ushould contact '.Mr. Cltf! . F11rbinki ,
Iye on Sunday, Nov. 23; startsso 126. .
,
pllcating~ Ser vices) • . Oepartmenls requiring quantity copies of computer
ing a t t he Fine Arts Humanir uns are urged to save va luable comties Building.
puter time by utilizing Qu ick Copy
J
serv ice.
lnsur1n~ Survey Questlonnnalre: I L
R~gistra.tion
for the r allye
The following ·o rganizations will be Inyou did not receiye this questionna ire
terviewing on campus. Check with
with your salary · check on Oct. 31, . is at 11:30 to 12:30 p.m. The
Pla cement, LLI. !II, ext. 229_!; for Inter. please get one from J oyce· McKee,
drivers will meet at- 12 :30
view locations, to schedule appointpersonnel, ACM' 280.
ments, or for fur ther information.
USI' S1n111 Elections are now ,~
p.m.
pf ogress. A ma II ballot Is being usecl
TODAY
for Teaching· and Res earch represenTht H1!;Jfonl lnsur1nce G~p: All •
Price for the rallye is $1.50
tatives from the · var ious colleges.
Other faculty and sta ff cate gories will
for members, $2.00 for stus
vote tor'· their rep resentatives in the
dents and $2.50 f.or any other
· following , o ffices: Non-college TeachIng and Ruearch - Vice President . drivers:
Dean's Office, ADM 200: Administrat ive and Professional , - Mrs. Phyllis
Owning a sports car is not
M1rshalt's1 Office, CTR, 156; Non•
Proven performance plus over $300 -in
academic Staff -. Mrs . Ouida Mahonecessary to drive·· in the ralney's
·Office,
ADM
235.
Deadline
fDr
· extras. On track or street, the cars to
1
lye.
...
voting Is Friday, November 21.

Campus Date Book·

mafors

.,

tor mgt. ·trainee poslilon:

'MAX

·"Nov.

Navy, 1-0 last .Sunday in the
first r aund of the NCAA soccer playoffs. It was a humiliating experience for the
Midshipmen as they conceded
defeat on their own field.

·0RA.Ci..EV

SPORTSc·
I
of

Nov~ 19, 1969-7

,Old ~iyals Meet
At Flickel"ball

' ·co-Op Education

Sports Shorts

' extr,a 1 points may be scored,."
as in touch ,football.
It is hoped that the game
will stimulate sufficient interest so that a women's flickerbaU l~ague may· be organize~
·for play during Quarter II. 1 •
A brief clinic will be held to
explain the rules to the spectator prior t'o the start of the
game.

Center ' forward Dan Gaff- al defenders and scored on a the hope that star -p layer Pete
ney scored the winning goal fine pass from Phil Vitale.
Tumminia might be back for
for, the Brahmans on an assist
The i.;emainder of t_he game the next game of the tourna. got rougher ais the Middies ment. , "We are counting on·
from Phil Vitale.
made desperate attempts to his return, only if it is a limitTHE GAME COULD best be score. Brahman Jerry Za-garri
described as a defensive one, was forced to limp off the ed effort," said Holcomb.
especially for the Brahmans. field with an injured- thigh,
\This weekend, the BrahIn the first half, and most of and Seifert received a bruise· mans wili travel either to Virthe second, the Middies led' an on the head. Overall; Navy at- ginia or Maryland for the sec~
aggressive offensive attack. tempted· 14 shots, while ·USF ond phase of t heir NCAA fi.
USF defenders Bill Sharpless ~ttempted seven.
nals.
·
and John Horvath refused to
Coach Holcoinb is very
- If they make it past t he reshy away from the challenge. · proud - of Gaffney's perfor-, gional playoffs, the Brahmans
As usual, Jerry Seifert dem- mance .this year._" He is hav- . will go to. San Jose, Cal. for
onstrated championship goal- ing his ,best season and should the National finals. " I feel
tending.
·
be a considerable help to us 'in that the toughest -eontenders
. Brahman Coach Don Hol- the tourney," Holcomb said. in this year's tourney are San
comb said, "Nayy controlled · Gaffney i_s . current~y leading Jose, St. Har-twick College, .
the ball for two-thirds of the , the team m goals w1th ll.
· and everpresent St. Louis,"
game, but we presented the
HOLCOMB
EXPRESSED said _Holcomb.
real scoring threat."
,
..;...._ _ _;...
' - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - The •f irst real Brahman
threat · came in the second
quarter when Ga,vin ,..,Turnev
attempted a free kick, only to
have it , defected over the
crossbar by a Navy defender.
The half endf d scQfeless.
.

'LEVI'S

SHOP EARLY FOR
C~RISTMAS
ENGLISH AND WESTERN GIFTS
FRINGE JACKETS .
BOOTS AND BELTS
BELL BOTTOMS FOR LADIES

IN THE SECOND half,
Navy applied continuous press ure,. but the .Brahmans were
determined to hold their own.
Late in the third quarter, Dan.
Gaffney surged tbrough sever-

RUSSELL'S WESTERN STORE
6027 N. •DALE MABRY

Golf Tourney To Be Held

tl

-

Expert,

Club Holds

-Racquet

Auto Rallye

Entires will be accepted
until 5 p.m. Friday. Those stude~ts who cannot find a partner call the pro-shop, ext. 2071
for assistan':e in locating one.

Stdngi_ng .•

"I knOW the way: home
with my.eyes closedl'

Caree.r .Plannin•g
& Placement

PHONE-

I

,

.tffi6'11

no-cost

beat.

2000 Sports '

$3201.00

'

.

Art :Strange

and Lucille
. , Hansc,Qin · l'olled top ·scor es in
. both ~e ·Individual ·game and
the ·three-game series for t he
USF Bowling :League this

week;. :. ;:, · : · ·

11TSUN
0'NI
.

.

,

FELLOWS M.OTOR CO.

Team No. 3
. Tea·m .No. A
Team No. . a
Team No. 6
Team . No. 1

.

.

•I

..

·'.,

'.

~19 69 Brislol•Myeri Co,

' 1TW0 ·Grea·t PlaceS

I

•

~

•

•

•

~

)

•

to Serve You"
I

-

-LIQ~ORS

·' ·

,'··stfan~e

bowled a 202, in~i. vjdual, high !and_a 529 j or _the
series . high. ~ is s lfanscom ·
took high women'.s individual ,
with a' ,147, and. high~ series :
with-a 437.
Team' ·No. 3 has never lost '
· their 1st place . standing. Its
member'
.. are . Evelyn
. Cul•'
·
I l
breath, Bill Dyer a nd ·Ralph :
. s tevepsqn. .
..

,.

TEMPLE TERRACE ,cut RATE

THis
Week's
.
.
Alley Report
'

•

Then you know the way loo well.
Because driving an old familiar route can make you
drowsy, even if you've had plenty of sleep.
, If that happe ns on your- way horne
_fo r Thanksgiving, pull over, take a break
a nd take two NoDoz®. It'll help you drive home
with your eyes open.
NoDoz. No car should be without it.

Thelracl< Stars

Orivea Dats·un ..•
then decide at:

'

,

1,

CANADIAN.MIST
EARLY TIMES
OLD HICKORY ,·

TH.E FINEST
LIQUORS

1

.

.l

,

I

\

CALVERT EXTRA
BACARDI RUM
TEN HIGH

io QUARTS and FIFTHS

-ANY1™

1

Team No. 7
· Team No. s

· Team Ni,, 2

MARTIN'S V.V.O.
LIQUORE GALUAN
OtD(ROW

'

r

PROTECTNE LIFE
Has Done A Lot ·Of
Graduate Study
And we've come up with some pretty impo.rlant informa•
tion. For example, ,ve know that cpllege men are in the
best health period ·o f their' lives, that they have a greater
life expectancy, and that they will command greater incomes in less hazardous oq:upations than most people.
And because of this, we've designed a special life insurance-savings plan especially for ·college men. It's called
the Protective Life College Senior Plan, and offers exceptional benefits a t preferred rates. Coverage includes
accidental death, disability, and a protected insurability
benefit. T he College Senior Plan ha·~ ·no war exclusion
clause, offers .full -aviation coverage, and becomcs,comp letely paid u p at normal retirement age. Also, premium
deposits may be deferred until earnings increase.
Get full deta ils from this College Representative: .
Fred A. Crum
Adcock-Moore & Associates
Suite 206, .Mariner Building
5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Fla. 33609
Te l: 877-8391

PROTECTNE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

l

CORBY'S 1. ~ :,
JOHNNIE,WALKER.SCOTCH
REBEL ·YELL.
f

•

i

I'

.

~ •

' · •

I

".

I

1
·

· For Lively Enter.tai111llent··
and Distinguished Di;inks
/
Visit our Lounge
Monday-Saturday 9-3 A.M.
Sunday 1-3.A.M.

GORDON'S., VODKA
BOURBON SUPREME
GLENMORE BOURBON

fo,I' The Finest Liquors at the Lowest Available ,Prices

CUT-RATE Lt·QUORS AND LOUNGE
8448-56th STREET

5326 BUSCH BLVD.
NEXT TO PANTRY PRIDE

\

.

I
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ISRAELI

Staff Correspondent

bles nothing so much as a
gp9d 1942 whodunit which
someone neglecte'd to release
until _now. ..

~an yesterday's private eye
become today's hip. hero?
JAMES GARNER is cast as
.Jt's a tough one to ansiver,
private detective Philip ' Maand "Marlow," a 1969 dolling' !owe, and while he won't
up of -Raymond Chandler's
erase any fond memories of
"Th~ Little Sister," resemHumphrey Bogart or Dick
Powell in the same role, he
has an agreeable gone~to-seed
quality- which meshes nicely
with his suitably grubby office
and his dependance on clients
' who ·offer him $50-a-day and
expenses for his services.

S-COTCH
MIST

In this go-round Marlowe is
hired to locate a farm-bred
youth whose "little sister" is
not unduly concerned about
his disappearance.
Several icepick murders
later, our plodding hero locates the missing boy, but by
this time Marlowe is neckhigh in trouble. The police
want his license, a slick racketeer wants him ju1do-chopped
into small pieces, ·a beloved
TV star wants the incriminating photographs he has of her
love life, and his client wants

O~CLE
~ FINE
I
~
-~~ART S r@__r@j§J_ffil~
~

I

1

I

LJk1 •'~
---' ~

LJII

Fourth Coffee~ousr To Be Presented
"Comings and Goings" is
the fourth Coffeehouse to be

directed by Tirri Weinfield.
" Comings and Goings" may
be seen today and next
Wednesday a( 2 p.m. in the
Engineering Auditorium.

presented this quarter by the
The lightweight, water-repelDepartment
uf Speech, and is
• leniand woshablequo liiies of
our "Scotch Mist" jacket makes
it .on outdoor favorite every
time. Raglan sleeves, inverted .
slash pockets and two-button
, IN VESTS, PONCHOS
convertible collar.
14.50
Unlined
- AND FRINGE.D BAGS
20.00
Lined
( SEE OUR NEW LINE OF BELTS )
Younge; ;,en's 14-1 ~
WATCH BANDS & MOCCASINS
from 12.00

,_
,
,,,
SUEDE
• ••••

CF

RE MACS:]

TERRACE PLAZA
5.1 2 Frarklin .Street

u-:::Er~-r!f&<..
306 N. Dale 'Mabry

OPEN 'TIL 6 P.M.

Ph, 876-9486

PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

'To be well informed ancl ~ssi.Jred '
of your Benefits _and-Privileges
'

VOTE-FOR EFFICIENCY!
Vote For

/

MARK VERTICH
Treasurer
of the
Senior Class

#$9¢:ZM@i

(Continued from Page 1)

'69 'Marlowe' Seen
As '49 'Whodunit'
By BOB JEROME

mk4&#

him thrown in jail.
"CALL IT AN averageday," _Marlowe tells the svelte
brunnette who just happens to
stop by his office to massage
his aching neck. Some uld
conventions of the private eye
novel have to be kept, and no
one can really argue ~ ith the
beauties who are always waiting to throw themselves at a
go,od gumshoe.
Also preserved: the zip-zap
ending which unravels 90 min. utes of murderous knots - in
just five minutes , and the
casting of sharp-eyed actors
in the supporting slots. Not;i.bly effective are C i r r o 11
O'Connor as_ the harrassed
Police Lieut. French and Rita
Moreno a~ a "fleshy, uncomplicated" stripper by the
name of Dolores Gonzalez-.
Director Paul Bogart and
scripter ·Stirling Silliphant
have conspired tu give "MarIowi;" the cool appearance of
NOW, buUhe Chandler material recalls the nostalgic
THEN of 30 years ago. ·
Especially evocative are
the characters' names - Orfamay Quest, Sonny Steelgrave, Haven Clausen et al which do more than the Metrocolor trappings to give a
rich flavor to this often entertajning step into the past.

Cooke, Wolf
Play for forum
This Friday

With the natural curiosity of
students we all started firing
questions at him about the
war. The one answer that I
remember the best ·was his
answer to, "how is the war
going." He said, "badly, we
are -still fighting" - the attitude of 'many Israeli citizens.

sphere ls to go into- the service.
The kibbutz is not the only
place that caters to children.
The cities all have established
recreational parks and during
the week free concerts by the
Israel Philharmonic Symphony are held for the child and
his parents;

.

'

.

MEMORIALS

Israel is the only place in Our _first morning in Israel -the world that memorials to
we awoke to what we thought-- the six· million Jews killed in
was thunder. You can imag- World War II - the memorials at - the _ Ghetto Fighters
ine our surprise to find out it
Kibbutz, near_Haifa, at King
was gun fire.
Davids Tomb -and af" Yadvashoum
·Memorial, both in
The f1irst _scenery we saw
was very green, and not bar- Jerusalem.
ren as one would expect. Most
All three have remnants of
of this greenery -,vas cultivat- · _the concentration --camps opt
ed over the last 21 years, just .names of the people and
since the independence of Is- cities wiped out by the Nazis.
rael in 1948:
SOME OF THE' things we
KIBBUT_Z, Hanita,, where J. ·saw were . Torahs (Jewish
was living, is three miles from -Holy Books) - -soaked in the
the 'Lebanese border. We :blood . of Je,vs, soap -made of
,valked over the barbed wire Jewish bodies, and jars filled
separating Israel and Lebanim , with hundreds of cremated.
out first ·day there and it ·.Jewish· bodies_ These serve as
seemed strange to -wave to reminders to the ·Jews of their
people that are -supposed the own persecution and help reenemy.
mind them not to mistreat
Our time spent on the kib- any Arabs that they hold
grievances _;i.g,!inst.
butz went toward woyking for
Israel ,was the first nation in
our keep. Our duties included
-th~
Middle East to set up any
working in the potato fields,
picking lemons and avoca- _ type of · refugee camp for the
-dos, and . pruning , banana Ar{lbS \\rho may ha'!e left
trees . I spent one morning in . their homes. These Arabs,
the kitchen cleaning fish for you must remember, _were _not
asked to leave tlieir homes
the 400 guests on the kibbutz.
but left on-- their own perogaSPARE TIME
tive. Many programs have
Most of our free time was been instituted
by the Israeli
spent talking with the kib- · government to care
for the
butzniks (member of the kibArabs.
butz) and listening _to the differen·t opinions each had concerning the continuing conflict
with the Arab nations.

Whi~h
glrl will
marry
first?
The-poised, well-groomed young lady at left; most likely.
You can tell at a glance . __ and that is why good groom."
ing is so imporl~nl. The state of your clothes tells volumes
about you. The fresh finish of drycleaned clothes gives· you
that extra touch, of elegance.
You buy your clothes to make a good. impression. To
keep that impression fresh, have them drycleaned often,

NORTHSIDE CLEANERS
13541 N. Florida Ave.

GOOC GROOMING WEEK NOV. 16-22

This Friday at 4 p.m . in t he
Centre Stage, the Experimental Theatre will present Jean
Giraudoux' "The Apollo of
Bellac," _a brief semi-fantasy
about a girl
who learns
the se;,.
cret of now to get whatever
she wants.from men.
. The play . is directed by
Doug Kaye, and features
Sherrie Ahlin as the girl,
Agnes, and Darryl Marzyck
as the Man who lets her in on
The Secret. Bob Pregentek
appears as the President,
with Dorene Malinowsk_i as
his wife and Nancy Barber -as
his secretary. Mike Harrington plays the Clerk, Greg Glaton plays· the Vice President,
and William A. Lorenzen appears as the Chairman of the
Board.
Giraudoux is also the author
of "The Enchanted," which
will be presented on the Main
Stage next quarter as a major
production. Among his other
works are "Ondine" and "The
Madwoma~ of Chaillot. "

A.RHOOL I E LP 200 1 / 2

COUNTRY BLUES • CITY BLUES
GOSPEL• JAZZ • CAJUN • FOLK
A 2--LP Anthology-31 Songs
Hear : Big Marn.a Thornton, lightning Hopkins,
Cl if ton Cheni er, Mance Lip scomb, Bukk a
White, Fred McOoweil, Johnny Young, Big Joe

Williams, Lowell Fu lson, Juke Boy Bonne r,
Jesse Fuller, J. E. Mainer, Nathan Abshire,
Del McCoury,

Rev.

Overstreet, Kid Thom as

and many more.
Special: Only $5 post paid with a copy of
t his ad or 25¢ brin gs you our catalog of ove r
100 Blue s, Jazz, & Folk LPs, includin it ne w

rel eases by Earl Hooker, John Littlejohn,
Sonny Simm_ons, etc~
Or ask at your superior req1rd shops!
"Blues I_ P of ihc month" (,\l rlody t\ fokcr)
5 stars
(Down B ra/)
"Arhoolic has offorcd us a, ddic ious slice
of re al Amc ric;m folk m usic wich dcscr,·cd
em p hasis on black blues-an excellent col~
· kct ron ." (}a:.::. & Po/1)

***"K"'K

-

'

BOX 9i95

BERKELEY
CA. 94719

KOIN KLEEN

Temple Terrace Shopping Center
Below Exchange Bank

FREE SOAP TO USF
STUDENTS
Wash Dry and F~ld 15c. a Lb.
Dry And Fold
1 Oc .a Lb.
$2.50 a Load (8 Lbs.}
$1.50 ½ LoadJ4 Lbs.) Hours 7 AM-10:30 -PM · · 988-9790

Has Done·\A Lot Of
.Graduate Study .
And we've come up--with-some pretty importa.nt inform ation. For example,- ve know that college men are in the
best health period,of their lives, that they haYe a greater
life expectancy; and that they will com mand greater incomes in less hazardous occupations than most people.
And -because of tms, we've de signed a special lif.e insuranc~•savings plan especially_for college me n, It's called
the -Protective Life College Sen io r Pl an . and offers cx-ceptional 'benefits · at preferred rate,. Co,·crage includes
accidental death. disability, and a protwcd insurability
benefit. The College Senior Pl an has no war exclusion
clause, offers foll aviation co\'era gc. and becomes com pletely paid up .at normal retirement age. Also. premium
_deposits. may be deferred until earn ings increase .
Get full ·details from these College Representati ves:
r
Johnny -R. Adcock _
James I. Montgomery, Jr.
Adcock-Moore & Associates
·

NO MATTER How· the people felt though, all · were willing to fight for their-country.
,Figures given out by'_.th_e Israeli government state that 95
per cent of the .armed forces
· are made from 11ie' different
kibbutz members_

• I

Sets Apollo _

PROTECTIVE LIFE

Some felt" that Israel" should
finish the fighting and1 completely defeat the Arabs,
while others felt that pe'a ce
should lie reached as soo·n as
-pos·sible.

Nelson Cooke, principal Cellist for the Royal Philharm onic Orchestra in London will
perform and discuss works of
Rawsthorne, Seiber, a n d
Brahms Friday at 2 p.m .,
Fine Art-Humanities Building
Many people were con(FAH) 101.
cerned
aj)out Americ.ans fightAppearing here as part of
ing for Israel and not losing
the music forum, a series of
their American citizenship.
be accdmpanied on the piano
by Dr. Gary Wolf, asso ciate
The · Israelis, on ·the other
professor of music.
1
hand , are better trained than
Cooke studied in Franc~ most Americans and want ·tbe
under Pablo Casa'.ls, and will volunteers to work at office
also be performing in the
jobs or on a kubbutz.
Cello section of the Gulf Coast
All Israeli citizens . go into
Symphony Orchestra Saturthe
armed forces when they
day evening at McKay Auditoare
18
years old unless they
rium.
·are ·physically d i·s ab 1.ed.
11_1iss Margery Enix, associEvery year, until the men are
ate professor of music, said
49, and until the women are
the music forum, a series of
married, thi!Y have reserve
programs featuring perforduty_
mance and comment by noted
mus"icians; grew out of the deTlie biggest accomplishment
sire for musicians appearing ·_ of the kibbutz is that of raisin the Bay Area to perform ing children. Many people
for USF students.
think tile dormitory-type living ·. for : small children is bad
Miss Enix said students and
faculty of the music depart- for their development and
ment are expected to perform family unity. Others think, it
along with the guest artist in is better for the child_ They
would · not · see their parents
,these Forums.
This wrticipation Miss Enix fighting and in the long run, it
allows the child to see their
said, promotes a valuable inparents more.
terchange of musical ideas.
While the programs are of
THE AFTERNOONS and
particular interest to music evenings are free and the parstudents and faculty, others
ents pick up their children
interested in the series are in- from their rooms before going
vited.
. to lunch. Another advantage
Following the Forum, an in- is that the child is allowed to
formal reception open to stu- n:iix with his peers more freedents and faculty will be held ly. ' The first time the children
-for Cooke in FAH 120.
leave ,t he communal atmo-

ExperimentaI

Suite 206, Ma riner Building
5415 Mari ner Street
Tamp~. Fl.:. 33609
Tel:) 877-819
1
-.

.

.

.PROTECTIVE LIFE-INStJRANCE COMPA Y

'

'

,Wash, _wet, soak, huni,
squint, wash, soak, wet, cry a little.
Contact lenses were designed to be a convenience. And
!hey are up -to ' a point. They're
convenient-enough to ·wear,
once you get used to them,-but,
until recently, you had to use·
two or more different lens solutions to properly prepare and
maintain contacts. You
needed two or three .diller·e nt bottles, lens cases, and
you went through more than
enough daily rituals to.make
even the most steadfast individuals consider dropping out.
But-now caring for your con•
tacts can be as convenient as
wearing them_ Now-there's Lensine; from the makers of Murine.
Lensine is .the one lens solution
designed for complete contact
lens care ••• preparing,- cleansing, and soaking.
-

J ust

a drop or
two of Lensine before
you inse rt
your lei;is prep ares it for
your eye. -Lensine makes your
contacts, which are made of
-modern plastics, compatib le
with your eye. How? Lens ine is an "isotonic" so1utio n. That means it's
made to blend with the
eye 's natural fluids. So
a simple d[op or two
coats the lens, forming a
sort of comfort zone around
it.
Cleaning your contacjs with Lensine fights
baateria and foreign •deposits that build up during the course of the day.
And for overnight soaking, Lensfne provides a
handy,contact canister on

i

the botlom of every bottle. Soaking your contacts in Lensine be:
tween wearing periods assures
you of proper lens hygiene.
Improper slorage between
wearings permits the · growth of
bacteria on your lenses, Th is is a
s ure cause of eye irritation and,
in some cases, it csin endanger
your vis ion. Bacte ria cannot grow
in Lensine. Lensine is sterile, selfsanitizing, and antiseptic.
Let your contacts be the c.on•
ve nie nce they were designed to ,
be. The name of the game is
Lensi ne. Lensine, made by
-the Murine Company, Inc.

Areyou
cutout for
.contact
·sports?

Marat/Sade ·Worthwhile;
Sh·o~ld Not Be F~r9one

VOLKSWAGEN
'

'

REPAIRS
B & K AUTOMOTIVE

By BOB JEROJ\'lE
Staff Correspondent

Factory Trai.n ed Mer.:hanics
Factory Maintenance And
U. of South Florida, Nov. 19, 1969-9

Inspection - $10.50

7500 Nebraska Ave.
Ph. 234-5471

Tampa, Fla.

HAMILTON
BEACH' .

BLENDER

• Push button speeds
• 5½-cup capac ity
• Model 613

DELUXE ALUMINUM

FOLDING BED

·MOLDED PlASTIC

BATH STQOL

GALAXY
ELECTRIC HEATER

• 1½- in. foa~ ~attress .
• Folds ea·sily for storage
•. Durable l!WIIII co·nstruc.tion

ECKT0NE DRIPLESS i..ATEX

I
• V.;rsatil e·, Portabl e, Sturdy
• • Available in fashion colors

$11.50
VALUE

TERRACE
BEAUTY

CARDiGAN SLEEVELESS

SALON

1\: \ SWEATERS

I

TEMPLE TERRACE
SHOPPING CENTER
Phone 988-2798

.' ·•••:;,

• With matching bel~
f · ; .. · .. • Asso.rted colors
:'

-:-. • Wash8ble

.

'

WOMEN'S
BLOUSES
• Choose from Rotl•up
~ or. long sleeve styles

. i~,1 •

\1af'1

• One Gallon
• White or Colors

• Safety
t i p off
:;witch

Assorted solid and
fancy prints

RAYON
,;-, PANTIES
j :j'
• f'opular wh ite·
Machine washable;
Sizes S-M· L

LEAVES FOR USF
ADMINISTRATION BLDG. AT
8:15 A.M.
RETURN TRIP 4:30 P.M.
By Appointment -

111

• 2¼-bushel

··

99(

, $1.98

. • Dur~ble plasti c , VALUE
• Cheree of cola~

constructior
• Adjustable height

14-OT -HEAVY DUTY

• Folds ~or easy st_orage

UTILITY PAIL . C
4-8

• Plast i c with
.easy carry handle

89¢
.VALUE .

.

.

$6.99
VALUE

3

44

REG.
4/99f

$2.98
VALUE

SPECIAL BUS FOR UsF·
SERVICE CUSTOMERS

99

LAUNDRY BASKET

WOMEN'S QUALITY .

:·r.:1:}

2

$5. 95
VALUE

ROUND WICKER

$12.95
VALUE

PERMANENT PRESS

• -~izes 32,38

'HOUSE-PAl·NT

• Instant ,.
· heating :
element

5
FOR

99'

933-2811

VISIT OUR PAINT AND BODY
SHOP. TAMPA'S ONLY AND FINEST
SPECIALIZING IN V.W. REPAIR
1
1

7-501 W. Hillsb oro h e.
6904 N. Arme ni a Are;
1733 H. Da le Mabr y .

I
1

50th ' 10th Ave.,
fowl er , Nebraska Ave.

I

--- -BARTOW- - --TEMPLE TERRACE-·
1050 H. Broadw ay
I T.T. Hwy. ' 56 th St.
- -.BRAND.ON-- , 1 13528 University Plaza •
1 621 W. Bra ndon Blv d. -·· ·lEPHYRH/lLS·· ·~·1

;~::1~rolf::yAY; , 1617 &All BLVD
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Apt. for rent. Furn 1 up! $50 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

15. SERVJCES OFFERED 21. MISCELLANEOUS
month: 1 down $60 per mo(lth 14. HELP WANTED
-- ---------- ---------Call 988-6870 Evening or all day - - - - - - - - 0rd
SENIOR INFORMATION
ers
take
1105 E ff d St Earn extra money -Cosmetics
S
S t
t.·
5 lines
Walt Packard, corresponding George Supran, Ron Wilson,
in Typing my home - reasonable
KAPPAPID
· ir . · for Merle Norman
a · or un.
(27 characters/line) . ___ $1.00
BULLETIN
Additional Line _______ ,l5 , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....,___ your dorm. Call fo r details. By page or by hour as desired .
Brothers and pledges of secretary; and Be·n Benjamin, and Norris Wynn.
All students who graduate by
251-6331
988-7394
Hooper,
Mrs.
,
HOlJSES
&
APTS
..
3
.
-~:
____
~ssues
2-4
Repeated:
'EPSILON
ALPHA
SIGMA
chaplain.
Kappa Phi will hold a car
- - - - - - - - - - - Quarter IV Aug. 1970 are enti..
.
l\'lore than 4 issues ---- .7a .
Due to changing times and
wash at the · Burger Chef in
Kappa Phi's pledge class ideals, SAE has become more *Per five lines 127 characters)
ATTENTION ALL SENIORS Specialized Typist with IBM tied to vote this week ,for senior
Temple Terrace Saturday, for the fall quarter consists of aware of various aspects of I\ThTin:s&-iAW¼V•h\mJlt,ko,WM½&%iffl ~tuck with a lease? We· would ~fi?:E~A~P~oo~Aier A!~~th~ Selectric, . changes _of type class officers. For more ~ontinfrom 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Craig Bishop, Paul Davis, pledging. A pledge has always - - - - - - - - - - - like to ~ub_let a two bed~oom plus expense allowance for man styles, desires work m home. uous information vote for- Mark
apt. Beg,nmng Jan. 1. Call _238- needed for aggressive insurance Prompt, de!. serv. and refunds. Vertich your next senior class
This year's officers are Bob Dawson, Tim Grumley, been a person running around · 1. REAL ESTATE
Treasurer
33o5.agency. Send resume to: l_".O. Gloria 884-1969
Rick Reichle, president ;· Greg Dave Kraner, Paul Lawless, trying to please ·each brother,
da,
11702
·
Flor1
Tampa,
•
of
st
e
r,
for
Roommate
Wanted8
performing pledge class proj- Contemporary Lake Home
Young, vice president; Steve
Greg
Pierce;
Jay
Lyons,
Chris
Qmtact
month.
per
$62.50
year
the
For
USF.
of
North
ects, and at the same time, minutes
Eohon, treasurer ; Terry
Drizo, recording secretary; Reynolds, Mike Schoolfield, trying to make his grades. first three residents of the Rain- Larry Sharpe· Apt. 122 :'Terrace Young attractive ladies part
Pressure was great and spare forest we will commission ar- Apts. Skipper Rd. 1 mile 'from time or full time dancing._. Mini
skirt -outfit. Apply: Shangri-La
chitects of international recogni- USF
,
time unlikely.
club after 7 pm for audition.
to
E.D.
NEED
ROOMMATE
award
design
custom
to
tiori
Today, SAE feels the pledge
is the "root of the fraternity ,vi?ning homes, and we will shar~ luxuriously furnished apt. Shangri-La club. 2309 N. Dale
- : • . if the root is tampered bmld them at cost. No cash out- right next door to USF campus Mabry. Tampa, Fla.
.
with or restricted , then the lay is required to initiate · this $75 month. Your own- ·-room 971WANTED: students and .~taff to
9348. Girls only.
tree (fraternity) will .probably transaction'.
deal and run tables at Ah So
You're not as mini as usual? It's only temporary,
die." ,So, SAE has changed its The RAINFOREST, bordering
.tl ·the f1'nest lake in the Lutz ar· ea, - - - - - - - - - - - • 1Casino" (craps, black jack, rouknow. A monthly problem. But who cares when
you
t
t
Id
6• MISC • FOR SALE
p e ge program O en I e
Jette, chuch-a-luck) Saturday
you have that puffy, bloated, "Ob, I'm so fat feeling"?
pledges to rights, respect, ·and and covered with a massive
night; f:e~ admis~ion· for deal.
canopy of oak, bay, pine, holly .
TRENDAR, that's who. TRENDAR'LL help keep you
courtesy.
and
slim as you are all month long. Its modern diuretic
A pledgeship that is de- and cypress tess will gradually Set your price - we sell the ers ; trammg sessions ; come to
. book. Student Book Exchange. CTR 159 or call Ext 2637
, '
SOMETHING NEW
(water-reducing) action cont-ro!s temporary pre-men·
signed to build character; self become Tampa s most exclusive Collection. December 10, 11 and
weight gain. (That can be up to 7 pounds!) Start
strual
·
TODAY.
5.
and
3
2,
January
on
Sale
12.
living.
country
for
community
confidence, and fraternity
DRESSES
stnd
4 to 7 days before 1h111time. It'll help
takingTRENDAR
up
Put
Rep.
Campus
Part-time
ent
Epsilon
~~v~'.gma
decustom
be
wh~l
spirit, while at the same time ~he homes
BAGS - SCARVES
and feel better.
better
look
you
make
adv. posters, clear $5-$10 per
.
encouraging high scholastic signed ~y arc itects of the buyBIKINI PANTY HOSE
quality, is truly one that bene- ers -choice, selected thz:o~ghoutt---- -------- hour: No. selling. Write Univ.
Publications Box 20133 Denver
fits the pledge, the fraternity, the .free world, all striving to 10. AUTOMOTIVE
1501 So. Dale Mabry
'
details. '
Co. 80220
and the Greek system as a develop a most ususual and in. Open Nights 'til 8:30
teresting residental community.. 1965 Kharman Ghia New Tires, 1=::....:=:...=:.:.__::::==:______
whole.
Brakes and Shocks $1050. Call
Interested? 949,-6788.
238-4621.
2. FOR RENT
' For sale. 1962 Mercedes Benz 4
door, · sedan. Fuel injection,
- -1- t
Irnmacu
..
rivate
a e rooms:
home; reasonable. Fam ily at- Good condition - 1948 Alfaromeo coupe 1900cc, Farina bodymosphere. 988-8130
Sublet 1 bedroom apt. , AC. WW vintage. Call 988-7684.
carpet. Furnished; dishwasher - - - - ~.- - - - - near USF. 12737 N. 19th St. Apt. 13. WANTED
11. Call 971-4381.
· Also available for Mustang, Camaro, Cougar, GTO.
$25 for the person who will take Rock and-or Soul band wanted
over my Desoto Hall contract. for auditions ; for information
If interested call 971-7444. Rm. call Duck Inn Club 932-5401 or
933-3714
530 Desoto.
CLASSIFIED ·
ADVERTISING RATES

:is~o

FONNY YOVkE AGill£ ...

ONCE AMONTH YOU FEEl LIKE A

.i ~rl ~

1-------------

High-performance radials

TRENOA/LffMAKES YOVGI.AO YDVREA GIR£!
.=========== =========== ~

tor'

-----p-·-

for-all imported cars.

AUTOMO TIVE
, GAS & REPAIRS

Continental's,finest for
high performance in wet
arid dry weather.

·

(gntlnental Radial RaP14

~

.~

THE WILD ONE

REGULAR 28.9
ETHYL 32.9
.,.

'

.

FREE

,

.

.

All KINDS·OF REPAIR WORK-AT REASONABLE RATES

OFFICIAL BLUE OR YELLOW CONTINENTAL
RALLY JACKET WITH A SET Of CONTl'S.

-1 BLOCK N. OF FLETCHER
ON NE__~ASKA AVE.
'

.Coming Sopn

it,·:
tt

11::
,,
i
+

"/;:,,";-':{.'

Et@

"'"®
i,~

;;1

I
I
I
I:

·2-803 BUSCH BLVD.

;~

Ph. 935~7470

·~-.

W?

Directly Behind 99'r Restaurant

·illi

~ill .
;ti:--~,;.

[ti!

111
f'.~!~~

1 ..

BIGGEST

ROCK SOUNDS To Hit The College Scene
.·

a.(Bring I.D.)
E, ~
GI RLs:·B~
* GUYS: 21

andover!

COCKTAIL LOUNGE .OPEN 11:00 A.M. TO 3:00 A.M.
l~t
lfE

ill

.
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USF Constitution
First Draft Readied

Tbe.ZBT
'Penny Mile'
Measures

The University Senate Coun- proposed USF Constitution is
cil Committee on the USF the first of the State Univ:ersiConstitution is -finishing its ' ty Constitutions to clearly defirst draft of the document fine the position of the stupresentation to the University dent.
\
Senate Council at the beginIN ·DES C R I B I N G the
ning of Quarter IL
changes from Allen's Presi~
dential Policy St~tements,
Dr. Edgar Hirshberg, pro- Hirshberg.
.said, , !'The , ~~rst,
fessor of English and commit.,
tee chairman, said the committee does not foresee any
opposition to the Constitution
by USF Pres. John S. Allen.

The Donations

For SG
Disadvantaged

MARIJl·ED_~

Loan Program

SEWING CONTEST
:1 Tonight the entries in the
, university Center's · (UC)
1
• "Needles
and Pins Sewing
· ~ Contest" will be presented in a
:- Fashion Show at 8 p.in. in UC
;252. Winners in each of the six
. ategories will be selected by
a panel of judges during the
.presentation. - ·

COFFEE HOUSE
"The Apocalpyse Coffee

1an:u,

i E. Hillsborough 1at:1
22nd

,
t

r

..,, ·
♦

.

WED.,

._

11945 Flo11da An.

=i
. .....
THURS.,_ ♦

FRI., SAT.

J

i ~ l l Color Program " R •
{ ~FIRST OUTDOOR SHOWING. .

;♦ "KILLING OF .....
; "ISTER GEORGE♦
',,
'

Suzannah York

·t

·

House,'-' sponsored by the UC,
will present Gamble Rodgers
and Estrella in tliis· · year's
first UC Coffee House in the
UC Ballroom· Friday. Admission is 25 cents.
Gamble was a member of
the Serendipity Singers for ,
one year and has appeared as
1
a single performer at the-Bitter End Cafe and the Gaslight
in New York City, the Flick in
Miami, and the Freudian Slip
in Detroit. .•Gamble corilbines
folk singing, instrumental guitar and monologue in, an entertaining .style._
Ninteen-year . old Estrella:
(pronounced Estraya)' accompanies herself on . guitar,
writes many of the songs she
performs, and has appeared
at tlie leading folk rooms in
the nation including the-Flick.
in Miami and the ·Bistro in ·
Atlanta. ·

"1{-SO CASINO

.·

UC

Committee

"THE
♦
! ♦- ILLUSTR~TE-l~ ♦
MAN"·
.
1 ♦ Rod
Claire♦

i

·

·Steiger

·

Bloom

All Color Program "R"

♦

1
'.

·!

I

FIRST,JAMPA, SHOWING . . . ·

'♦

t

♦

99. ALSO
·woMEN

11

11

♦

♦

,,,wa·w
•♦ •• SAT,♦
•

t~-:.,A,,;;

Maria Schell

No. Florida & Bird St.

♦

Ag(iculturi
Anthrol)Ology ·
Architecture
Area Studies
Art & Art Education
Astronomy
Advanced Basic Studies
Biology
Botany & Bat1erioi01y

THURS. FRI.

♦ All ColorProgramM ♦
3 GIANT FEATURES!
·• FIRST OUTDOOR SHOWING ....._

"'HOUSE OF CARDS" ·
· '. /'

Gearge Peppard . •
-2.•

: "THE LOVE GOD"•
• .

.\
l

Do,n Knotts

1

' :

"MO-R: DEAD •
THAN ALIVE' · /
.. Clint Walk~.

.,_' .

!

~r~

,

CBS students are urged by the Office of Student Advising
tn contact ~~visors in their majot ..field. to get worksheets
signeq b¢'ore the end of Quarter I, according to Dean Edwin
Martin of the College 'of Basic Studies., ..
The following list of advisors with their locations and ex-~
tensions has b°eeb- released by- tlre----:t:olle-~eof.Basic SttidiE!s':

"PARANOIA" . ,
! ♦ Carroll Ba.ker ♦

:

are already 'making arrangeTickets at 75 cents per 'perments for their night of inock son (including Casino and the '
gambling games and Oriental entertainment) may be purfun to •b e held at 8 p.m. in, the ·. chased at the door.
UC Saturday.
UC MOVIE
Showings are . at 7:30 p.m.
The night will include
chuck-a-luck, craps, roulette, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
in the Business Auditorium..
and other card games.
.
. I
. I Admission is 35 cents.
F ea-tured entertamment will
PHOTO CONTEST .
be Coffee House stars Gamble
Joe
Seitz, of the Arts. and
Rodgers and Estrella from
Exhibits
Committee, reminds
.the Flick · of Miami and the
the
campus
that the deadline
Bitter End Cafe in New York
tot entry of the Photo Contest
City.
will' be Thursday. Judging will
be held Saturday and thf-ex-.
hibit will begin Monday with a
Hi~tory Department
coffee inthe UC Gallery.
Sets Advising Dates
Entry blanks and informa, The History Department
tion can be attained at the UC
has announced that advising
Information Desk. Cash prizes
for history majors will be held
will
be awarded.
in Social ~ience. Phase IT 260
MUSIC FESTIVAL__ .
Dec. 1 through 3, 8 · a~m. to 4
The Intercollegiate Music
p.m.
I .
Each person who comes to Festival (IMF) will be held
the advising sessicins is asked Feb. Tl and 28 in the Universito pick up • his file and work- ty gymnasiµm. Twenty-three
sheet from the secretary, groups from throughout the
Mrs. Sides, .prior to the meet- southea$t will compete for .th~
ing.
regional title.

lower Level Students Asked
_To See Advisors Ea·rly·

♦ SUN. MON. TUES. ♦

i
·'

I

~embers

ALSO

♦

!

HffiSHBERG SAID, however, the committee was waiting
for the outcome of Senate
structure revisions, passed a t
last week's Senate meeting.

UC Events

..-

~NIVERSITY ARTIST S~RIES ·

Biology Central
LIF-251
Pat Adams
FOC-239
Engineering Central
ENG-30-4
Pat Adams
FOC-239
Humanities Cenlral
FAH-242
Eichhorn von Wurmb
PHY-362
Don Harkness
FOC-232
Biology Central
LI F-251
(A-K) Marvin Alvarez
SCA-331
(L-Z) Fred Ellers
SCA-328
Business Aclmlnistr1tlon
Fred Power
BUS-412
Chemistry
Jay Worrell
CHE-310C
Dance
Humaollies central
FAH-242
, E~ucallon
Education Central
EDU-112
Engineering
Engineering Central
ENG-304
English'
(A-Kl Maryhelen Harmon
SSO-181
<L-Zl Virginia Valentina
SSO-178
Geography
Pat Adams
FOC-239
Geology
Wendell Ragan
CH E-308
History
Pat Adams
FOC-239
Home Economics
Pat Adams
FOC-239
Humanities
Humanities Central
FAH -242
Journalism
(A-Kl Maryhelen Ha(mon
SS0-181
\
(L-Z) Virginia Valentine
SS0..178
Language (Foreign)
J im TahJm ,
SOC-392
Law Enforcement
Don Schneller
SOC•238
Law, Pre- .
Pol . Sci & Pre · Law Central SOC-352
Literature
(A-K) Maryhelen Harmon
SS0-181
(L-Z) Virginia Valentine
SS0-178
Mathematics· ·
Waiter Williams '
PHY-322
Med., PreBiology Central
LIF-215
Meteorology
Wendell Ragan
CHE-308
Music Arts (Appllecl)
Don owen
' FAH-204
Music Educ. (Instrumental)
Gerald Prescott
FAH-204
Music Educ. (Vocal)
Virginia Bridges
FAH -20' ,
Oceanography
Biology Central
LIF-2S1
Philosophy
(A-Kl Maryhelen Harmon
SS0-181
. (L-Z) Virginia Va lentine . ,
S50-178
Physica I Education
Education Cenlrll .•
EDU-112
Physics
Guy Farman
PHV-368C
Political Science
Pol. Sci & Pre Llw Central SOC-352
Psychology
Roberta Brown .
, SOC-336
Religious Stucllu .
CA-K) Maryhelen Harmon
SS0-181 :
(L-Z) Virginia Valentine
S50-178
Socia I Science
Pat' Adams
FOC-239
Sociology
Wa lter Terrie
SOC-2~0
Speech
Raymond Schnelder
ENG-032
Speech Pathology
Jean Glover :( Univ. Apts-.),
Apt. ao
Theatre Arts
Humanities Central
FAH-242
Zoology
BIOID!ly central
LIF-251

1 A-J Freo Agens

Undecided

drastic change is that there is
a Constitution at all."
The main objective of the
Constitution Committee is to
draft a Constitution which is
acceptable to everyone concerned, staff, faculty, students
and the Board of Regents,
Hirshberg said~ ,· , ,

2516

2814
2785
2528
2224
2224
2165
2236

2165
2165
2814
2224
2224
2410
2886
2384
2224
2224
2678
2676
2236
23H
2311
2311
2676
2224
2224
2785

EARN YOUR

·:-.PHY

I

The Constitutional Committee; Hirshberg said, is trying
to decide on a n acceptable
method of electing a Senate
and a Senate president.
The committee's approach
in drafting the Constitution is
to involve the entire University, which includes the staff,
faculty, ·and students.
Hirshberg stressed that the

(Put: Hubby Through)

.

.

.

CLERlCAL OPPORTUNITIES
Typing ... Office Aptitude

Working Ho~rs 8·· 4:30 Mon.• Fri.
CALL ·,MRS. WATERS -

'PHONE

228■76-71 :

TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY
315 MADISON AVE. (Marine Bank Bldg.)

BRIDGE TOURNAMENT
Winners in the Bridge Tournapient are: first . place,
James Robertson and M.
Mike Mozer; second place,
Raymond Beack and Ron
Blanchette. ·

Times Personnel Director
To Interview Here Friday
Summer internships at I the
St. Petersburg Times and Independent will be · discussed
by Norman Dusseauit at . 2
rp.m., Friday in UC 213.
Dusseault is personnel director, for -both newspapers.
He will explain their summer
pro~am~ for ~ training i,tudents · interested in pursuing
careers with the Times and
Independent. '
;
Opportunity for individual
interviews will be available
following'. a sli4~t<!-~ -. PT~~~~- ·
tation-. t

SPONSORED BY THE
INTERFRATER NITY COUNCIL

i=ORTHOSE~RtGISTEJfl-NG
FOR SECOND QUARTER RUSH

2676
2165
2528
2165
2814
2583
2351
2676
2670
7670
2960

MONDA Y, NOV. 24th

MONOGRAMS

8:o·o P.M. D·E·SOTO HALL·

Needlepoint, Yarn
· A!ld Bags• .
Sewing and Costume
· ·Supplies

'

SIGN UP AT TABLES:
'
U~C., ANDROS, ARGOS'& FONTANA
WED. THRU FRI.
..

KING COMES
TRIMMJNGS
Ph. 935°116&
11615 Fla: Ave.

)

FOOD SERVICE

,zn4

1

PHV-336
SOC-142
PHV-340

(J.Q) Eva Pride
· (~·Zl .Fr11nk Dudley .

Although tbis event will not
take place until Quarter II,
committee qi~mbers a r e
needed now to work on publicity, ,staging, contestant information, and other- aspects of
the program.
Applications for membership to the IMF Committee
will be available at the UC Information Desk and 1interested
persons can attend committee
meetings ·Monday nights at
7:30 p.m. in UC158.

WOMEN

l

2384
2468
2224

2224
2165 .
2892
21S9'

2558
2814
2676

l'NNERS!
I

•

•

2565
283J
2561

Bayfroni Center
,,..

ST. PETERSBURG

Presents

.

••A REMARKABLE MUSICAL HIT.''

-LlfE MAG.

PIil - MIMI
FOBD . 'BINES
1 1DO! .JDO!~
.

.

ELISABETH SCHWARZKOPF

.

"A recital by Elisabeth Schwarzkopf is always a
musical event of distinction - New York Times
'~Elisabeth Schwarzkopf s r~cital attained a degree of
perfection often sought but rarely experienced.•
New York Wc,rld Journal Tribune
\

.

Wednesday, December 3,
Theatre Auditorium, 8:30 P·~· . ,
i

Tickets: $1.00 Students, $1.75 Faculty, Staff
.Box· Office Hours 1:15 • 4:30 Weekdays
Angel Records

TUESDAY, NOV. 25 thru SATURDAY, NOV. 29
.EVENINGS 8:15 P.M. - MATINEES W.ED. & SAT. 2:30
'

· 7 Exciting
Performances!

I

N ·TICKETS MAT.

i

"-:~;;!:~. ~ I
envelope with checl to ul Do, I Do," ~
Bayfra:-_! Center, P.O. lox 10758, St. .,,
P,t,rsuvrg, Fla. 33733. SPECIFY PER- ·
FORMANCE DATE AND TIME.
·

.

·. ,

ORCH.

3.so

EVE•.
4,00
5.00
6.00

CDIRRESCLSE

~.::

7.00

BALC.

3,50
4 50

4.00
5.00

,

· •

~~

u~

Box Office Op·en 9:30 to 5:30 Daity; .Sunday 1 to 5
TICKETS ALSO AT WARDS IN ST. PETERSBURG,
CLEARWATER, TA PA, BRADENTON & SARASOTA

Chuck Tonkin, Student _
G overnment Vice President
draws winning names as Bill Hunt, Food Service Director,

and Jim ~nderson, Assi~tant Branch Manager, Botdens, Look on

Th'e Winners of Peter Max-Tote-Bags Are:
1. Joy Ziegler
2. Sandra J. Goss

3. Bob Saucy
4. Larry Novack

5. Margaret Zie_
g ler
.

.

Winners may pick their Tote-Bags in CTR ·242 Monday-Frida.y
J

The Best iri o·ining with .University Food Service
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